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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

Supreme Court Case No. 42554
42936

vs.

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant-Appellant.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.

HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE

STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

000001

In _the S~_preme Court of the State of Idaho .

STATE OF !p.AHO,

)
)
.)

Plaintiff-Respondent,

)

v.

y

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

)
)

.

.

ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS
_Suprem~ Court-Docket No. 42554-2014
Ada CountyN~; 2013-7623
·

)".

)

Defendant-Appellant.

Supreme Court Docket No. 42936-2015
Ada·County No. 2013-7623
.

.

,.

.

It appearing that these appeals-should be consolidated for all purposes for reasons of judicial
economy; therefore,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that app~al No. 42554 and 4~936 shall" be CONSOLIDATED.
FOR ALL PURPOSES under No. 42554, and all documents filed shall bear both docket numbers.
.
.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a CLERK'S
RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Noti~es of Appeal, together·with _a
copy of this Order.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Reporter s~all prepare a REP(?RTER'S
TRANSCRIPT, which shall include the transcripts requested in the Notices of Appeal.
I

'

•

•

IT FURTHER.IS
ORDERED
that the due date for the filing
of CLERK'S RECORD and
.
.
.
REPORTER'S °TRANSCRIPT i~ these consolidated appeals shall remain as -previously set for
April 27, 2015.
DATED this.

.

51:'- day of March; 2015.

.

For the Supreme Court
.-.~~~

Stephen W. Kenyon, C l ~ :
cc:

Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
District Court Reporter

ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS -Docket No. 42554-2014
.•
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Date: 3/30/2015

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 01 :12 PM

ROA Report

User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CR-FE-2013-0007623 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville

Page 1 of 5

Defendant: Pelland, Vernon Craig

State of Idaho vs. Vernon Craig Pelland
Judge

Date

Code

User

6/10/2013

NCRF

PRSCHOKF

New Case Filed - Felony

Magistrate Court Clerk

PROS

PRSCHOKF

Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor

Magistrate Court Clerk

CRCO

TCMCCOSL

Criminal Complaint

Magistrate Court Clerk

HRSC

TCMCCOSL

Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment

John Hawley Jr.

06/10/2013 01:30 PM)
ARRN

TCFINNDE

Hearing result for Video Arraignment scheduled
on 06/10/2013 01 :30 PM: Arraignment I First
Appearance

John Hawley Jr.

CHGA

TCFINNDE

Judge Change: Administrative

Kevin Swain

ORPD

TCFINNDE

Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County
Public Defender
[on the record in open court]

Kevin Swain

HRSC

TCFINNDE

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 06/24/2013

Kevin Swain

08:30AM)
BSET

TCFINNDE

BOND SET: at20000.00- (118-2407(1)
Theft-Grand)

Kevin Swain

ORPD

MADEFRJM

Order Appointing Public Defender
[file stamped 6/11/13]

Kevin Swain

MFBR

TCTONGES

Motion For Bond Reduction

Kevin Swain

NOHG

TCTONGES

Notice Of Hearing

Kevin Swain

RQDD

TCTONGES

Defendant's Request for Discovery

Kevin Swain

PHRD

TCTONGES

Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for
Discovery and Objections

Kevin Swain

RQDS

TCTONGES

State/City Request for Discovery

Kevin Swain

CHGA

CCMANLHR

Judge Change: Administrative

Kevin Swain

CONT

CCMANLHR

Continued (Preliminary 07/02/2013 08:30 AM)

Kevin Swain

NOTH

CCMANLHR

Notice Of Hearing

Kevin Swain

AMCO

CCMANLHR

Amended Complaint Filed

Kevin Swain

6/27/2013

CHGA

CCMANLHR

Judg,e Change: Administrative

Cawthon/ Irby

6/28/2013

PHRD

TCCHRIKE

Second Preliminary Hearing Response to
Request for Discovery and Objections / Second

Cawthon/ Irby

7/2/2013

HRHD

CCMANLHR

Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on
07/02/2013 08:30 AM: Hearing Held

Cathleen
Macgregor-Irby

BOUN

CCMANLHR

Cathleen
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on
07/02/2013 08:30 AM: Bound Over (after Prelim) Macgregor-Irby

CHGB.

CCMANLHR

Change Assigned Judge: Bind Over

Cathleen
Macgregor-Irby

HRSC

CCMANLHR

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 07/08/2013

Cathleen
Macgregor-Irby

6/13/2013

6/17/2013

6/24/2013

09:00 AM)
MFBR

CCMANLHR

Motion For Bond Reduction Granted

Cathleen
Macgregor-Irby

BSET

CCMANLHR

BOND SET: at 7500.00 - (118-2407(1)
Theft-Grand)

Cathleen
000003
Macgregor-Irby

Date: 3/30/2015

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 01:12 PM
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User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CR-FE-2013-0007623 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville
Defendant: Pelland, Vernon Craig

State of Idaho vs. Vernon Craig Pelland
Date

Code

User

7/2/2013

COMT

CCMANLHR

Commitment

Cathleen
Macgregor-Irby

MMRC

CCJOHNLE

Memo for the Record

Thomas F. Neville

INFO

TCCHRIKE

Information

Thomas F. Neville

MFBR

TCCHRIKE

Motion For Bond Reduction

Thomas F. Neville

NOHG

TCCHRIKE

Notice Of Hearing(07/08/13 @9AM)

Thomas F. Neville

PROS

PRHEBELE

Prosecutor assigned R. Scott Bandy

Thomas F. Neville

DCAR

DCELLISJ

Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on
07/08/2013 09:00 AM: District Court
Arraignment- Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Pages: LESS THAN 100 pages

Thomas F. Neville

HRSC

DCELLISJ

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/12/2013 09:00 Thomas F. Neville
AM)

HRSC

DCELLISJ

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
11/04/2013 03:00 PM)

Thomas F. Neville

PLEA

'DCELLISJ

A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-2407(1)
Theft-Grand)

Thomas F. Neville

PLEA

DCELLISJ

A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-2403(1)
{M} Theft-Petit)

Thomas F. Neville

7/5/2013

7/8/2013

Judge

DCELLISJ

Notice of Jury Trial Setting

Thomas F. Neville

7/10/2013

MOTN

TCCHRIKE

Motion for Preliminary Hearing Transcript

Thomas F. Neville

7/11/2013

BNDS

TCWADAMC

Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 7500.00 )

Thomas F. Neville

7/16/2013

ORDR

DCELLISJ

Order Denying Bond Reduction

Thomas F. Neville

ORDR

DCELLISJ

Order For Prelim hearing transcript

Thomas F. Neville

7/19/2013

TRAN

TCTONGES

Transcript Notice of Preparation

Thomas F. Neville

8/14/2013

RSDS

TCCHRIKE

State/City Response to Discovery

Thomas F. Neville

8/26/2013

TRAN

TCCHRIKE

Transcript Filed

Thomas F. Neville

8/29/2013

MOCN

TCCHRIKE

Motion To Continue Jury Trial

Thomas F. Neville

NOHG

TCCHRIKE

Notice Of Hearing(09/09/13 @AM)

Thomas F. Neville

HRSC

TCCHRIKE

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
09/09/2013 09:00 AM)

Thomas F. Neville

9/9/2013

CONT

DCELLISJ

Continued (Hearing Scheduled 09/30/2013
Thomas F. Neville
09:00 AM) appearance or bench warrant for f.t.a
on Setember 9th, State's Motion to Cont. Trial

9/30/2013

DCHH

DCELLISJ

CONT

DCELLISJ

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Thomas F. Neville
on 09/30/2013 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: appearance or bench warrant for f.t.a
on Setember 9th, State's Motion to Cont. Trial
LESS THAN 100 pages
Thomas F. Neville
Continued (Jury Trial 02/04/2014 09:00 AM)
000004

Date: 3/30/2015

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 01:12 PM

ROA Report

User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CR-FE-2013-0007623 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville

Page 3 of 5

Defendant: Pelland, Vernon Craig
State of Idaho vs. Vernon Craig Pelland
Date

Code

User

9/30/2013

CONT

DCELLISJ

Continued (Pretrial Conference 01/27/2014
03:00 PM)

Thomas F. Neville

10/1/2013

ORDR

DCELLISJ

Order To Continue Jury Trial

Thomas F. Neville

DCELLISJ
1/27/2014

CONT

DCELLISJ

Judge

Notice of Jury Trial Re-Setting
Continued (Pretrial Conference 05/27/2014

Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville

03:00 PM)
CONT

DCELLISJ
DCELLISJ

1/28/2014

Continued (Jury Trial 06/03/2014 09:00 AM)
Notice of Jury Trial Setting

Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville

5/27/2014

DCHH

DCELLISJ

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Thomas F. Neville
on 05/27/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: LESS THAN 100 pages

5/28/2014

MISC

DCELLISJ

State's Witness List

Thomas F. Neville

6/2/2014

HRSC

DCELLISJ

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
06/02/2014 02:30 PM)

Thomas F. Neville

HRHD

DCELLISJ

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled
on 06/02/2014 02:30 PM: Hearing Held in
Chambers with Court and counsel

Thomas F. Neville

AINF

DCELLISJ

Amended Information

Thomas F. Neville

JTST

DCELLISJ

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
06/03/2014 09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started
REPORTER: SUE WOLF
LESS THAN 300 pages

Thomas F. Neville

HRSC

DCELLISJ

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 06/04/2014 09:00 Thomas F. Neville
AM) Day two jury trial

JUIN

DCELLISJ

Jury Instructions Filed

DCHH

DCELLISJ

Thomas F. Neville
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
06/04/2014 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day two jury trial LESS THAN 300
pages

HRSC

DCELLISJ

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 08/04/2014
09:00 AM)

Thomas F. Neville

PLEA

DCELLISJ

A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-2407(1)
Theft-Grand)

Thomas F. Neville

PLEA

DCELLISJ

A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-2403(1)
{M} Theft-Petit)

Thomas F. Neville

PSI01

DCELLISJ

Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered

Thomas F. Neville

VERD·I

DCELLISJ

(2) Verdict Forms FILED

Thomas F. Neville

DSBC

DCELLISJ

Dismissed by the Court (118-2403(1) {M}
Theft-Petit)

Thomas F. Neville

6/3/2014

6/4/2014

8/4/2014

Thomas F. Neville
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Case: CR-FE-2013-0007623 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville
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Defendant: Pelland, Vernon Craig
/

State of Idaho vs. Vernon Craig Pelland
Date

Code

User

8/4/2014

FIGT

DCELLISJ

Finding of Guilty (118-2403(4) {F} Theft by
Receiving, Possessing or Disposing of Stolen
Property, etc)

Thomas F. Neville

JAIL

DCELLISJ

Sentenced to Jail or Detention (118-2403(4) {F}
Theft by Receiving, Possessing or Disposing of
Stolen Property, etc) Confinement terms:
Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary
indeterminate: 8 years. R/J rec. CRP rider

Thomas F. Neville

DCELLISJ

STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Thomas F. Neville

SNPF

DCELLISJ

Sentenced To Pay Fine 1740.50 charge:
Thomas F. Neville
118-2403(4) {F} Theft by Receiving, Possessing or
Disposing of Stolen Property, etc

DCHH

DCELLISJ

Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on
Thomas F. Neville
08/04/2014 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Sue Wolf
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages

OROS

DCMAXWKK

Order Of Dismissal

Thomas F. Neville

RESO

DCMAXWKK

Restitution Ordered/Order

Thomas F. Neville

JCOR

DCMAXWKK

Judgment of Conviction and Order Retaining
Jurisdiction

Thomas F. Neville

RJCAPP

DCMAXWKK

CRP at Correctional Alternative Placement

Thomas F. Neville

STAT

8/6/2014

'

Judge

Program (CAPP)
8/7/2014

RESR

PRSCHMAN

Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's
office. 724.00 victim# 1

Thomas F. Neville

8/11/2014

BNDE

DCMAXWKK

Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 7,500.00)

Thomas F. Neville

9/17/2014

APSC

CCTHIEBJ

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Thomas F. Neville

NOTA

CCTHIEBJ

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Thomas F. Neville

MOAF

CCTHIEBJ

Motion & Affidavit in Support for Appointment of
Counsel

Thomas F. Neville

MOAF

CCTHIEBJ

Motion & Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on
Partial Payment of Court Fees

Thomas F. Neville

9/25/2014

ORDR

DCELLISJ

Order Granting appointment of SAPD

Thomas F. Neville

10/23/2014

NOTA

CCTHIEBJ

Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL

Thomas F. Neville

12/17/2014

HRSC

DCMAXWKK

Hearing Scheduled (Rider Review 01/26/2015

Thomas F. Neville

09:00AM)
DCMAXWKK

Order to Transport (Rider Review: 1-26-15@ 9

Thomas F. Neville

AM)
1/26/2015

DCHH

DCELLISJ

Hearing result for Rider Review scheduled on

Thomas F. Neville

01/26/2015 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: LESS THAN 100 pages
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ROA Report
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Case: CR-FE-2013-0007623 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville
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Defendant: Pelland, Vernon Craig

State of Idaho vs. Vernon Craig Pelland
Date

Code

User

1/26/2015

AMJD

DCELLISJ

Amended JudgmentSentence modified on
1/26/2015. (118-2403(4) {F} Theft by Receiving,
Possessing or Disposing of Stolen Property, etc)
RELINQUISHED JURISDICTION

Thomas F. Neville

1/27/2015

ORDR

DCMAXWKK

Order Declining and Relinquishing Jurisdiction
and Commitment

Thomas F. Neville

1/29/2015

APSC

TCOLSOMC

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Thomas F. Neville

NOTA

TCOLSOMC

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Thomas F. Neville

2/10/2015

ORDR

DCELLISJ

Order Appointing SAPD on Direct Appeal

Thomas F. Neville

3/30/2015

NOTC

TCWEGEKE

(2) Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court Thomas F. Neville
No. 42554/42936

Judge

000007
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•

.·.

•

•

I

--=

No._

A.M.=-=====-~FILES.P.~i":Jl'"itl'Tw-..·

JUN 1 D2013
CHRISTOPHER
By STORMY M~oRICH, Clerk

DR# 13-001563

DEPUTY

AMACK

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

Kari L Higbee
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

)

vs.

)
)
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
)
)
Defendant.
)
_
_
_
_
______

COMP LAINT
Pelland's

PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this \

~ of June 2013, Kari L Higbee,

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, being first
duly sworn, complains and says: that VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th
day of June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crime of GRAND
THEFT, FELONY, LC. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), 2409 as follows:

COMPLAINT (PELLAND), Page 1
000008

•

•

That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of June,
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, obtain, and/or withhold
money orders from the owner, MoneyGram, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain
property of another.
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecutor

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this 1f2_ day of June 2013.

COMPLAINT (PELLAND), Page 2
000009

•

•

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM

CASE NO.

STATE OF IDAHO

PROSECUTOR

=lli?

CLERK

\.\ ,

DATE

Ca

CASEID.

I.,

fu d;)r!>- < ) ~
~Q,oV>i

COURTROOM

JUDGE

STATUS

~

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

BERECZ
BIETER
CAWTHON
COMSTOCK
DAY
GARDUNIA
HARRIGFELD
HAWLEY
HICKS

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

MacGREGOR-IRBY
MANWEILER
McDANIEL
MINDER
OTHS
REARDON
.STECKEL
SWAIN
WATKINS

I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•

l0 / 2 013

c~ ~or~

COMPLAINING WITNESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D
D

I

dOl/

TIME \ \ ~
BEGll~44
END

tl ?>Yll~

STATE SWORN
PC FOUND_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

COMPLAINT SIGNED
AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED
AFFIDAVIT SIGNED
JUDICIAL NOTICE TAKEN
NO PC FOUND _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EXONERATE BOND
SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED
WARRANT ISSUED
BONO SET$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NOCONTACT

D.R.# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~
pi

DISMISS CASE
INCUSTOOY

COMMENTS

0

AGENT'S WARRANT

0

RULE 5CB>

0

FUGITIVE

0

MOTION & ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE

PROBABLE CAUSE FORM

[REV 12-2011)

000010

•

•

ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES

Vernon Craig Pelland

CR-FE-2013-0007623

Scheduled Event: Video Arraignment Monday, June 10, 2013 01 :30 PM
Judge: John Hawley Jr.

~

Clerk:

Prosecuting Agency~ _BC

• 1 118-2407(1) Theft-Grand F

..3:Joc)-;)_

Case Called

Defendant: ~ e n t

Not Present

~ v i s e d of Rights

Waived Rights XPD Appointed

__ Guilty Plea/ PV Admit

N/G Plea

X

Bond $

::2DI ax) _..,

In Chambers

PT Memo

ROR

~stody

__ Waived Attorney

_ _ Advise Subsequent Penalty
__ Pay/ Stay

_ _ Written Guilty Plea

_ _ Payment Agreement
_ _ No Contact Order

L2 / Jit J ro @3 ;:?u

0/I ,~YJ;n
Finish

Release Defendant

000011
CR-FE-2013-0007623

08/10/2013 15:20 FAX

2082877518

e

FOURTH DISTRICT COURT

+

VIDEO

~002/002

NO·--.•--~rn;-~~-"1a.: ~).-Y

A.M.

-

<

FIL~~.

JUN 11 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ANNA MORGAN

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT ffFUfi.tE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.

f
_____________

vs.

~

) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER
)
D SETTING CASE FOR HEARING
)
))
Ada D Boise D Eagle D Garden City D Meridian

Vernon Craig Pelland
3340 Carr
Garden City, 10 83714
.__..;;..:..;;.__;_
Defendant.

_____

Case No: CR·FE-2013-0007623

TO: Ada County Public Defender
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for:

Preliminary .... Monday, June 24, 2013
Judge:
Kevin Swain
BOND AMOUNT: - - - - -

.... 08:30 AM

The Defendant is: 0 In Custody

D Released on Bail

D ROR

TO: The above named defendant
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208) 287~7400. If the defendant is unable to
post bond and obtain his/her release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the
Ada County Public Defender.
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply
with Rule 161.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL
CONFERENCE AND/ OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRlAL CONFERENCE OR
THE JURY TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST.
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on thi(df3te Monday, June 10, 2013.
Defendant:

Mailed

Hand Delivered _ _

S,B,r-v~ 2-t?;;w\

Signature
Phone.___.__ _ _~~---~~~

Clerk I date
Prosecutor:

'j_
Interdepartmental Mail t__

Interdepartmental Mail

Public Defender:

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER

Document31

000012

e

e

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

r

No._~F11.ro;:;---P-l,L.~:..__
A.M·----P.M

JUN 1 3 2013
CHRIS.TOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

Plaintiff

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION

vs.

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.
COMES NOW, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, the above-named defendant, by and

through counsel HEIDI K KOONCE, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this
Court for its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond
is so unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post
such a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right
to bail.
DATED, Thursday, June 13, 2013.

HEIDI K KOONCE
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, June 13, 2013, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:
FAF A ALIDJANI
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION

000013

e

e

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

Plaintiff

NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

TO:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to FAFA ALIDJANI:
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a

hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on
Monday, June 24, 2013, at the hour of 08:30 AM, in the courtroom of the above-entitled court,
or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard.
DATED, Thursday, June 13, 2013.

HEIDI K KOONCE
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, June 13, 2013, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:
FAF A ALIDJANI
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

NOTICE OF HEARING
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ADA COUNTY PUBLI~EFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
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JUN 13 2013
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

TO:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery

and photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials:
1) All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR
16(a).
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant,
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer,
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense
charged.
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the codefendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney.
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any.
5) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense,
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant
or co-defendant.

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1
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6) All reports ofllthysical or mental examinations a fof scientific tests or
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of
due diligence.
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the
investigatory process of the case.
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and
the witness' qualifications.
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly
referred to as "ticket notes."
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612.
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials
during the course of their investigation.
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover
with due diligence after complying with this request.
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the
within instrument.

DATED, Thursday, June 13, 2013.

~------

HEIDI K KOONCE

Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, June 13, 2013, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:

ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
Counsel for the State of Idaho

by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
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NO.
FILED
A.M. _ _ _ _,P.M.--,1_t"""_ _ __

Jt;N 1 7 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Fafa Alidjani
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.
________________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
PRELIMINARY HEARING
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR
DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS

COMES NOW, Fafa Alidjani, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada,
State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's
Request for Discovery as outlined below.

I. DISCLOSURES
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure:

The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is

exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged.
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open

PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND
OBJECTIONS (PELLAND), Page 1
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged.
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure:
1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the

known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as
follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
2.

Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists
Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists
Written Confession/Statement, if any exists
As reflected in Police Reports
As reflected in booking sheets

Statement of Co-Defendant:

See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-

Defendant, if any exists.
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following:

a. NCIC report
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical

records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 1 through 26. Pursuant to 1.C.R.
16(d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed to
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need.
i. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings

when they are received, if any exists, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or
the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, the
State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be
shared with the defendant.
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it receives photographs, maps,

charts or diagrams, if any exist, in this case.
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND
OBJECTIONS (PELLAND), Page 2
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5. Reports of Examinations and Tests:

~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and
tests, if any exist, in this case.

~ These documents are specifically identified in subsection 4A above.
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to the
defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided to
defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be shared
with the defendant.
7. Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert
witnesses, if any exist, in this case.

~

The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and
tests, if any exist, in this case.

~These witnesses have been identified in a letter to defense counsel as described
above in subparagraph 6 above.

8.

Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other

documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in
subparagraph 4(A) above.

II. OBJECTIONS
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery
Response. The grounds for this objection is/are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.R.E.
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order
under Rule 16(b)(9).

B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in
violation of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is
required, that this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1):

[8] NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material.

PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND
OBJECTIONS (PELLAND), Page 3
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[8] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel
documents are confidential matters pursuant to State law. The State hereby objects to
providing this material.

[8] Other

-r

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this JJ_day of June 2013.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

n

day of June 2013, I caused to be served, a true

and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery and
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Heidi Koonce, 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, ID 83702

o

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class.

~ By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

o

By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel.

o

By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor.

o

By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: _ _ __

~t

PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND
OBJECTIONS (PELLAND), Page 4
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JUN 1 7 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
By ELAINE TONG

Clerk

DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Fafa Alidjani
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.
________________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal

Rules, requests Discovery and inspection of the following:
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects:
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph books, papers,
documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are within the
possession, custody or control of the defendant, and which the defendant intends to introduce in
evidence at trial.

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (PELLAND), Page 1
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(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests:
The prosecution hereby requests the defendant to permit the State to inspect and copy or
photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or
experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within the possession or control
of the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in evidence at the trial, or which were
prepared by a witness whom the defendant intends to call at the trial when the results or reports
relate to testimony of the witness.
(3) Defense Witnesses:
The prosecution requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and
addresses of witnesses the defendant intends to call at trial.
(4) Expert Witnesses:
The prosecution requests the defendant to provide a written summary or report of any
testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(c)(4), including
the facts and data supporting the opinion and the witness's qualifications.
(5) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the defendant
state in writing within ten (10) days any specific place or places at which the defendant claims to
have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and addresses of the witnesses upon
whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi.
DATED this cr;ay of June 2013.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (PELLAND), Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

\111:

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _ _ _ day of June 2013, I caused to be served, a true
and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery upon the individual(s) named below in the
manner noted:
Heidi Koonce, 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, ID 83702
o

'7'
o

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class.
By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor.

o

By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: _ _ __

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (PELLAND), Page 3
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE DI TRICT COURT

BY-'.11".1-~--=------1-----

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

Vtirooo

e

~da

O Spe ial-+-..i....:._.:..~~~~----

Attorney __......._:.......J'---........__ _ _ _ _ _ __

Defendant:1pfresent O Not Present'f In Custody
O Advised of Rights

O Waived Rights

O PD Appointed OWaived Attorney

O In Chambers

O Interpreter-------------

O Bond $
O Motion for Bond Reduction Denied I G r a n t e d - - - - - - - - - - - - .!).(),~
~Amended Complaint Filed O Complaint Amended by lnterlineation O Reading of Complaint Waived

~ State I DeteciiQ ' ~4· 1t• 1.1 Request for Continuance LJ 0211a2 tabli., IA.J~

1'~e I Defense Objlietiel'l"/ No Objection to C o n t i n u a n c e - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - ~ Case continued to tJ_,d . . J~
at <g>~3v
/J_Jf--'--------~ f o r ......

0 Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing

O Hearing Held

O Commitment Signed

O Case Bound Over to J u d g e - - - - - - - - - - - o n - - - - - - - at _ _ _ _ am/pm
O Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion

O Release Defendant, This Case Only

ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest.

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court
DATED

h/2>11)/6

I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows:
Defendant

.)Zfiand Delivered

Defense Attorney

O Hand Delivered

Public Defender

O Hand Delivered

Prosecutor

~and Delivered
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P.M . _ _ __

JUN t'. !1 2013

DR# 13-001563

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By HEIDI MANLEY
DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Fafa Alidjani
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
AMENDED
COMPLAINT
Pelland's

PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this

:Z{ day of June 2013, Fafa Alidjani,

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, being first
duly sworn, complains and says: that VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th
day of June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of L
GRAND THEFT, FELONY, LC. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), 2409 and II. PETIT THEFT,
MISDEMEANOR, LC. §18-2403(1), 2407(2) as follows:

AMENDED COMPLAINT (PELLAND), Page 1
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COUNT!

That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of June,
2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, obtain, and/or withhold
money orders from the owner, MoneyGram, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain
property of another.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of June,
2013, in the County of Ada, State ofldaho, did wrongfully take and/or obtain social security
cards and/or identification cards, from multiple persons, with the intent to appropriate to
himself certain property of another.
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecutor

FafaAli ~a ·
Deputy
secuting Attorney
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me thisd-~day of June 2013.

AMENDED COMPLAINT (PELLAND), Page 2
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NO.
Flu!i5
A.M. _ _ _ __..M.--~~:::-

JUN 2 8 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN
DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Fafa Alidjani
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

________________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
SECOND PRELIMINARY
HEARING RESPONSE TO
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND
OBJECTIONS

COMES NOW, Fafa Alidjani, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada,
State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's
Request for Discovery as outlined below.

I. DISCLOSURES
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure:

The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is

exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged.
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open

V

SECOND PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
AND OBJECTIONS (PELLAND), Page 1
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged.
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure:

1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the
known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as
follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
2.

Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists
Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists
Written Confession/Statement, if any exists
As reflected in Police Reports
As reflected in booking sheets

Statement of Co-Defendant:

See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-

Defendant, if any exists.
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following:

a. NCIC report
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical

records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 27 through 40. Pursuant to I.C.R.
16(d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed to
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need.
i. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings

when they are received, if any exists, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or
the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, the
State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be
shared with the defendant.
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it receives photographs, maps,

charts or diagrams, if any exist, in this case.
SECOND PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
AND OBJECTIONS (PELLAND), Page 2
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5. Reports of Examinations and Tests:

.£

The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and

A

tests, if any exist, in this case.

These documents are specifically identified in subsection 4A above.

6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to the
defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided to
defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be shared
with the defendant.
7. Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert
witnesses, if J.Y exist, in this case.
~

The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and

fl tests, if any exist, in this case.
_a-These witnesses have been identified in a letter to defense counsel as described
above in subparagraph 6 above.

8.

Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other

documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in
subparagraph 4(A) above.

II. OBJECTIONS
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery
Response. The grounds for this objection is/are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.R.E.
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order
under Rule 16(b)(9).
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in
violation of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is
required, that this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1):

[8] NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material.

SECOND PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
AND OBJECTIONS (PELLAND), Page 3
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[8] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel
documents are confidential matters pursuant to State law.

The State hereby objects to

providing this material.

[8] Other
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this :) ~ay of June 2013.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

~

day of June 2013, I caused to be served, a true

and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery and
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:

Heidi Koonce, 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, ID 83702
CJ

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class.

¥J By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
CJ

By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel.

CJ

By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor.

CJ

By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: _ _ __

SECOND PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
AND OBJECTIONS (PELLAND), Page 4
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Judge Irby Manley 070213

Time
Speaker
1:45:04 PM l,_Defendant
1:45:11
1:45:13
1:45:16
1:47:23
1:48:01

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

1:48: 16 PM

Courtroom204

Note
(Vernon Craig Pelland FE-2013-7623, Present
.
j in Custody
fstate
[Brett Judd, AC Prosecutor
fDefense
jsteven BotimerAC Public Defender
fJudge
[Judge Cathleen MacGregor-Irby
jofficer Tim Riley, Sworn
jstate Witness #1
!Steven Botimer AC Public istip to officers background and training
!Defender
!
!Brett Judd, AC Prosecutor Direct Examination of the Witness

I

1:48:16 PM fofficer Tim Riley
fGCPD
[Flagged down by a bicyclist
1:48:52 PM /Officer Tim Riley
1:50:51 PM !Steven Botimer AC Public icross Examination of the Witness
:Defender
i
1:50:51 PM !officer Tim Riley
fHe said he was moving
jNothing further, witness steps down
1:51 :38 PM f Officer Tim Riley
1:51 :52 PM lstates Witness #2
[Det. John Brumbaugh, Sworn
1:52:46 PM Brett Judd, AC ProsecutorjDirect Examination of the Witness

I

1:52:46 PM lsteven Botimer AC Public fstip to officers background and training
I
\Defender
1:53:03 PM fDet. John Brumbaugh
finvestigated some evidence
1:54:21 PM f Det. John Brumbaugh
[He said the items were his
1:55:08 PM lDet. John Brumbaugh
jcross Examination of the Witness
1:55:09 PM jDet. John Brumbaugh
[Nothing further, witness steps down
1:56:08 PM lBrett Judd, AC Prosecutorjstate rests
[Finds PC
1:56:22 PM fJudge Cathleen
!MacGregor-Irby
!
1:56:42 PM fsteven Botimer AC Public [Motion for bond reduction
i
:Defender
1:59:01 PM tBrett Judd, AC Prosecutorf Response to motion for bond reduction

I
2:01 :29 PM tJudge Cathleen
jMacGregor-lrby
I

7/2/2013

l
tJudge Finds PC, Case Bound Over to Judge
jNeville 7-8-13 at9:00 am Commitment Signed
1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET

Plaintiff,
Case Number

'[i;

dQ }3- ')b J6

}49)~

Case Called . . : { ; , , ~

j!J Ada

Defendant.

@Attorney
Defendant:

)I Present

D Bond

$

S.

D Not Present ~ In Custody

D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights

u. . dd"--"------.
~

D Special _.,.,.......___.......~..,.....L

D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney

D In Chambers D Interpreter--=---,------------

~ Motion for Bond Reduction O,eni'ect'/ Granted

_2..6l1J~~~·,,._________

D A m e n ~ ~ t Filed O Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived
D State/ Defense I Mutual Request for C o n t i n u a n c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D State I Defense Objection I No Objection to C o n t i n u a n c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D Case continued t o - - - - - - - - - at _ _ _ _ am/pm f o r - - - - - - - - - - - - D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing
~Case Bound Over to Judge

b\ev,l\L.

t'1 Hearing Held

~Commitment Signed
on

J-g-j 3

at~

D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only

ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest.

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court
DATED

rz,.,d13

By:__.~r.,,,,,,,,J,,,,-~-,.____----Dep,dfy Clerk
I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as foll s:
Defendant

~and Delivered

Defense Attorney

D Hand Delivered

Public Defender

D Hand Delivered

Prosecutor

~nd Delivered

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/MINUTE SHEET

Clerk)3...,...a;
_ _ _ _ _ _ Date

7,,)-12)
[REV 12-2010]
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f'ILEo:liJ::i-

---P.M.~

JUL O2 2013
CHRISTOPHER D RI
By HEID/ MANLE~H, Clerk
DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Fafa Alidjani
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
COMMITMENT
Defendant'

THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, having

been brought before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the

AAf1At.

_d__

day of

, 2013, on a charge that the Defendant on or about the 6th day of June 2013,

~ f Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: I. GRAND THEFT,
FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), 2409 and II. PETIT THEFT, MISDEMEANOR,
I.C. §!8-2403(1), 2407(2) as follows:

COMMITMENT (PELLAND), Page 1
000033

I

\,/

•

.COUNT!

That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of
June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, obtain, and/or
withhold money orders from the owner, MoneyGram, with the intent to appropriate to
himself certain property of another.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of
June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take and/or obtain social
security cards and/or identification cards, from· multiple persons, with the intent to
appropriate to himself certain property of another.
The Defendant having so appeared and having had/having waived preliminary
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged as
set forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to
believe that the Defendant is guilty of committing the offense as charged.
WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of
Ada, to the charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of$

DATE»trus1dayof1~

________
-~__,._ao

,2013.

MAGI

COMMITMENT (PELLAND), Page 2
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NO. _ _ __
A.M.

Fi~~-~

JUL O2 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By HEiDI MANLEY
DE?UTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
Criminal Court - Traffic Division
200 W. Front St.
Boise, Idaho 83702

MEMO FOR THE RECORD

Date:

7~)i~

Case Number:
Defendant:

Subject:

fu

::;}A~ ()C::,). ~

VernWI Cm;,j ?<illard

----------------------------

MEMO FOR THE RECORD

[REV 9-2001]
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I

~cl

ti

•

• :2~iil11.Mr.- - -

fi
<J(_

JLJL O5 2013
CHA/STOPHER

By KATRINA c~,:~H, Clerk
DEPUTY

NSEN

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
INFORMATION
Defendant's

GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of

Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes
now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that VERNON CRAIG PELLAND
is accused by this Information of the crimes of: I. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.C. § 182403(1 ), 2407(1)(b), 2409 and II. PETIT THEFT, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-2403(1),
2407(2) which crimes were committed as follows:
COUNTI
That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of
June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, obtain, and/or

\}/'INFORMATION (PELLAND), Page I

000036

•

•

withhold money orders from the owner, MoneyGram, with the intent to appropriate to
himself certain property of another.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of
June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take and/or obtain social
security cards and/or identification cards, from multiple persons, with the intent to
appropriate to himself certain property of another.
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

~/WJ&~

0

Gild H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

INFORMATION (PELLAND), Page 2
000037

.
or,

(

Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office
User:

'
,:,

-~~.i:-.. l":

~ -···~ .

PRBRIGCA

'

'~- ~

•
Name: PELLAND, VERNON CRAIG
Case#: CR-FE-2013-0007623
LE Number: 1052121

]
Weight: 210

Height: 510

Drivers License Number:
Sex: M

Race: W

Drivers License State:

Eye Color: HAZ

Hair Color: BLN

Facial Hair:

Marks:
Scars:
Tattoos:

Photo Taken: 2013-06-06 18:49:21
Thursday, June 20, 2013

000038

,REIi NST A LLS\lnHouse\Crystal\Analyst4\Sheri ft\S HF MugshotProsecutour

•

NO. s q ) \
A.M. \/)

p\\

\

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant

'

FUD
P.M,_ _ __

JUL -5 2013

ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

By SHERRI BOUCHER
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

Plaintiff,

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION

vs.

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.
COMES NOW, Vernon Craig Pelland, the above-named Defendant, by and through

counsel of the Ada County Public Defender's office, Eric R. Rolfsen, and moves this Court for
its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so
unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such
a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied his right to bail.
DATED, Wednesday, July 03, 2013.

ERic'?.'iroLF~
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, July 03, 2013, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
FAFA ALIDJANI
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant

____

,

JUL -5 2013

ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SHERRI BOUCHER
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

Plaintiff,

NOTICE OF HEARING
(Motion for Bond Reduction)

vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.
TO:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to FAF A ALIDJANI, Ada County
Prosecutor's Office:
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that Defendant will call on for hearing

Motion for Bond Reduction. Said hearing shall take place on July 8, 2013, at the hour of 9:00
a.m., in the courtroom of the above-entitled court, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard.
DATED, Wednesday, July 03, 2013.

Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, July 03, 2013, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
FAFA ALIDJANI
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION)

000040

Judge Thomas F. Neville/Jane~eporter: Sue Wolf/07/08/13

I

•

Courtroom507

IGNMENTS ST v GENTRY
I called ROLL CALL FOR AR
!YARBROUGH CRFE13-07821 ST v SEAN HAUSMAN
CRFE11-06131 ST v VERNON PELLAND CRFE 11-07623 ADVICE

11 :51 :51 AM Court

I

I

I

i~~~¥;

5VERNON .. PELLAND........................................._CRFE11-07623,... present

1·2:·11 :25 PM i'court ..............................

. . . .-.. . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . -..L. .__. . . . . . . . . ._ . -.. .--.....1 in ..custody ........................................................................................................--.......................................- ...-..............................................................- .................
12: 11 :43 PM !Eric Rolfsen i counsel for defendant
·;f2:Trs.:rP·M1·Jos'
ti'ua Haws. .TcounseHor··sfiiite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .·. . . . . . . . -..--.. . . . . . . . ._. . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . .-.. . . _. .
. . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . --.. . . . 1. . _. . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .-...i............................................................................_...........................-.. .- ............_.........................,-.. . . ,-.. .,.........................................~................_____,..,............_ . .,. ._
12: 12: 1O PM i Court

. 1copy of information to defendant and counsel, Court advised of
. . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . .- . . . . . J. . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . ._. . . . . . . . J~nalties that.. could be ..imposed ...._.....................................- ......................................_..__..______..____........-.......
1,?J e1,Q5 Ptyl Eric Rolfsen ____ True _name,. waive formal _reading, enter ..not ..guilty_plea ..-.-....................-·-·---........
12:13:35 PM1Court
isetjury trial on November 12, 2013@9:00 a.m. and pre trial conf. on
j Nov 4@ 300 p.m. Disc. deadlines August 14th and disp motions by
...1 August 28th .................................................-..................................................-............... ·.........._. __...............................- ................................_.......-.....

.i

J

I

. __. . . . . .-.. . . ._. . . . . . . . . -i. . ._____. . . . . . . _,___. . .

.11:.1.i,.;.§?.. .f.!~=-!. §.~~-~. .~~~!!~.~--......l.~.~-9.~.!!~~~. .~.?. . ~-~~-~-~. . ~.?..~.~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . --.. . . . . . . _,_. _. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._,. . . . . . . . ..
12: 16:03 PM l Court .......-...................t!..................................................................................................................................
appears argued in magistrated and
reduced to $7500
-.........................- ......................-...............................................-.....................................-,..
12: 16:20 PM i Joshua Haws l states not ready to argue this today

........_ ..:a...........m..........,-=--=-+-.......................-

I

l

Twin .

1,2:16:,~3..PMlCourt ............................
ask.. State.. to_try.. and_get ready_todaY ..........--..........................................._............_ ..______.......-........_.
12:16:44
PMiEric
Rolfsen
I
argued
Motion to reduce bond to an ROR
..:............::::.....mm..n n.......n...,...- ...- ...............................................................-.................- ....--..,-.......................... _,,_..,_..,__ ~---···"'--"---··"''"'"'"""'""""'"""'-·····""""''"'"'""'-·-·--..............,-........................-m..................
12:17:22 PMjJoshua HAws 1argued in opposition, bond is very reasonable

..._. . . . . . . . . ._____. . . . . . .-L. . . ._.___. . . . . . . . . .--.. . .L._. . . . . . ____. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.. . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . -.. ..
12: 19:23 PM ICourt
Idenied Motion to reduce, bond is set very reasonably. Request State
. . .--.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --..l. . . . . . . . . . . . ._______. . . . .-.. ..J.Provide. an.. order ..................................................................- ........................- ..........-...................................................................-...........................-....
12:19:49 PMiEnd Case

7/8/2013

1
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FILED
!Jul 08 2013 at 01 :51 PM
CHRISTOPHER

RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

vs.

NOTICE OF JURY
TRIAL SETTING

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
SCOTT BANDY
INTER DEPT MAIL
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER/ERIC ROLFSEN
INTER DEPT MAIL
THE HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE HAS SET THE ABOVE-ENTITLED
MATTER FOR TRIAL BEFORE THE COURT AND A JURY ON:

PRETRIAL CONFERENCE ...... Monday, November 04, 2013@ 03:00 PM
Judge:
Thomas F. Neville
JURY TRIAL. ..... Tuesday, November 12, 2013@ 09:00 AM
Judge:
Thomas F. Neville
THE DEFENDANT SHALL BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT THE PRETRIAL
CONFERENCE UNLESS EXCUSED BY THE COURT.
THE COURT SET DISCOVERY DEADLINES FOR: August 14, 2013
ALL DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS TO BE FILED BY: August 28, 2013
Proposed Jury Instructions shall be submitted at least five days prior to trial.
CHECK BULLETIN BOARD ON DAY OF TRIAL FOR COURTROOM NUMBER.
cc: Counsel/je
NOTICE OF JURY TRIAL SETTING

000042
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NO.

Fila

~M.--------J'-,M__.::~

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant

JUL 1 0 2013
·,

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN

ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

OEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

Plaintiff,

vs.

MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY
HEARING TRANSCRIPT

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Vernon Craig Pelland, the defendant above-named, by and through

counsel of the Ada County Public Defender's office, ERIC R. ROLFSEN, and moves this Court
pursuant to ICR 5.l(d) for an ORDER providing typewritten transcripts of the preliminary
hearing proceedings, which were held July 2, 2013, as they are essential and necessary for filing
pretrial motions. The defendant, being indigent, also requests that the transcripts be prepared at
the cost of Ada County, and as soon as possible.
DATED, Tuesday, July 09, 2013.

Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Tuesday, July 09, 2013, I mailed a true and correct copy
of the within instrument to the Ada County Transcript Coordinator by placing said same in the
Interdepartmental Mail.

J

MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT

000043

IN THE DISTRICT· COUijii OF fl IE 'FOURTH JUDI~ Dl~TRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAl!l"O, IN AND FOR THE couWTY o6.5D(W,i Flt,_ _.,....,..

JUL 11 2013

THE STATE OF IDAH<?, .
Plamttff,
vs.

NOTICE OF CO~fQl:?!~H
. . D. ~H~I:, Ciert,;
Wt,!Ji~,"' WADAN!'.3

AND
BOND RECEIPT

PELLAND VERNON CRAIG
\,S.·
Defendant

oeriu·rv

',}Y-

\'\'

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you must appear in Court

/

on 04 November 2013 at 03:00PM hrs, at the:

Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, 83702
If you have been arrested for a Citation, This Notice of Court Date Supersedes any other Court
Date for this case. If you have been given a date by the court you must keep those appearances,
failing to do so will cause a warrant for arrest and forfeiture of bond.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear as specified herein, your bond
will be forfeited and a Warrant of Arrest will be issued against you.
BOND RECEIPT No: 953289

Charge:

18-2407 {F} THEFT-GRAND

Bond Amount: $

7,500.00

Case #

CRFE20130007623

Bond#

AC10-7501319

Bond Type:

Surety

Warrant#:
Agency:

Aladdin/Anytime

Insurance:

American Contractors Indemnity Company

Bondsman:

LISBY SHERELE

Addre

80 N. COLE RD.

:

BOISE, ID

83704

This is to certify that I have received a copy of this NOTICE TO APPEAR.
I understand that I am being released on the conditions of posting bail and
my promise to appear in the court at the time, date, and place described in t · notice.

DATED: 7/10/2013

Printed - Wednesday. July 10, 2013 by: S05380
\\countyb\DFSSHARE\INSTALLS\lnHouse\Crystal\Analyst4\Sheriff\SHF BondOutReceiptrpt • Modified: 08/05/2011

000044
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F1Leo;
A.M._, _ _
P.M. _ _

JUL 1 6 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE2013-0007623

ORDER DENYING
DEFENDANT'S MOTION
TO REDUCE BOND

THE COURT having heard the Defendant's Motion to Reduce Bond heretofore
made on the 8th day of July, 2013, in the matter of State of Idaho v. VERNON CRAIG
PELLAND, and the Court being fully advised in the premises;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion to Reduce Bond is
hereby Denied.
DATED this .&_~y of

cg..~

, 2013.

Judge ·
~ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO REDUCE BOND (PELLAND),
(J
Page 1
000045

NO. ~--__,,,F,.,..,,ILE~D-""T~-,..,..()3p::--:--A.M. _ _ _ _ P.M .

--6il.~--

JUL l li 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

Attorneys for Defendant
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

Plaintiff,

ORDER FOR PRELIMINARY
HEARING TRANSCRIPT

vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

For good cause appearing, this Court hereby grants Defendant's Motion for Preliminary
Hearing Transcript. Pursuant to ICR 5.l(d), a typewritten transcript of the preliminary hearing
held Jul};' 2, ~~13, ~all be prepared at the expense of Ada County, and as soon as possible) ~~

~
-SO ORDERED AND DATED, this

-w-.
('-day
of July/013.

THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge

/

ORDER FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT

000046
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NO. _ _ _ _F.,...1L=Eo_7j,,........,~
.....D.____
A.M _ _ _ _ _P.M~'-------

JUL 1 9 2013
CHR!STOi:'i-E.1 ;:;,

Clerk

8y !~t~E i\P~J·,j t·j/.,()N
DC~i=-1 UTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON C. PELLAND,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
) Case No. CRFE-2013-0007623
)
) NOTICE OF PREPARATION
) OF PRELIMINARY HEARING
) TRANSCRIPT
)

An Order for transcript was filed in the above-entitled matter on July 16, 2013, and a copy of said
Order was received by the Transcription Department on July 17, 2013. I certify the estimated cost
of preparation of the transcript to be:
Type of Hearing: Preliminary Hearing
Date of Hearing: July 2, 2013 Judge: Cathleen MacGregor-Irby
20 Pages x $3.25 = $65.00
In this case, the Ada County Public Defender's Office has agreed to pay for the cost of the transcript
fee upon completion of the transcript.
The Transcription Department will prepare the transcript and file it with the Clerk of the District
Court within thirty (30) days (or expedited days) from the date of this notice. The transcriber may
make application to the District Judge for an extension of time in which to prepare the transcript.

Date: July 19, 2013
Rae Ann Nixon
Transcript Coordinator

NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT - Page 1

000047

#

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that on July 19, 2013, a true and correct copy of the Notice of Preparation of Transcript was
forwarded to Defendant's attorney of record, by first class mail, at:
Ada Co. Public Defender
200 W. Front St. Ste. 1107
Boise ID 83702
ERIC ROLFSEN
Rae Ann Nixon
Transcript Coordinator

NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT - Page 2
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NO. _ _ _ _
~
A.M.
P.M _ _
_ __
FILE~

AUG 1 4 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
By ELAINE TONG

Clerk

DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
R. Scott Bandy
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
DISCOVERY
RESPONSE TO COURT

COMES NOW, R. Scott Bandy, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of
Ada, State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's
Request for Discovery.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

/9·A

day of August, 2013.

2Rttomey

GREG H. BOWER

Ada County

R.S~Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

y

DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (PELLAND), Page 6
000049

:.~.-~-.t,...X..--IP.M.,
---rrn-r,-i=iiF1Li=rEo;----_ _ __
AUG 2 9 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
By ELAINE TONG

Clerk

DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
R. Scott Bandy
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
MOTION TO CONTINUE
JURY TRIAL

COMES NOW, R. Scott Bandy, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County,

State of Idaho, and moves this Court to continue the jury trial for the following reasons:
The State's witness, Officer Angela Lythgoe, is unavailable and on leave from November 8,
2013 through November 29, 2013.

MOTION TO CONTINUE JURY TRIAL (PELLAND), Page 1
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.

.

Therefore, the State respectfully requests the jury trial date be reset after
November 29, 2013.

DATED this

?_$

K_
day of August, 2013.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s ~ day of August, 2013, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing State's Motion to Continue Jury Trial was served to Eric Rolfsen,
Ada County Public Defender, 200 W. Front St., Room 1107, Boise, ID 83702, in the

manner noted below:
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first

class.
~ By depositing copies ofthe same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

o By informing the office ofsaid individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at

the Office ofthe Ada County Prosecutor.
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: _ _ __

Leti Hebert, Legal Assistant
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A.M.

/D

FILED

P.M . - - - -

AUG 2 9 2013

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
R. Scott Bandy
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

Defendant.

Case No. CRFE-2013-0007623
NOTICE OF HEARING

TO: VERNON CRAIG PELLAND and Eric Rolfsen, Ada County Public
defender, his attorney of record, you will please take notice that on the 9th day of
September, 2013, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. of said day, this case will be set for the
State's Motion to Continue Jury Trial.

~/
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e
DATED this~ay of August, 2013.

GREG H. BOWER

gAttomey

andy
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

;zqrvday of August, 2013, a true and

correct copy of the Notice of Hearing on the State's Motion to Continue Jury Trial
was served to Eric Rolfsen, Ada County Public Defender, 200 W. Front Street,
Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702, in the manner noted below:

o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first
class.
~ By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for
pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor.
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number:

Leti Hebert, Legal Assistant
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Judge Thomas Ff. Neville/Janet &Reporter: Sue Wolf/09/09/13

Courtroom507

I ,ourt

Icalled ST v VERNON PELLAND
·······-·-···················-----···········-~-1.......•...-............................----f.PJesent..........................................................................................................................-........................-.........................................................................-..................
10:34:48 AM

10:36:04 AM! ric.Rolfsen . _. . . i.defendant.sent_letter. but. have.not . heard . from . him··································-······························-·············
10:38:07
cott Bandy !counsel for State
10:38:12 AM! ourt
1wm reserve jurisdiction for warrant, set over to September 30, 2013@
·-··············-·---················!.... i ..................................................!9:00. a. m...for. appearance . or . bench . warrant.··························-···-···-·················-······························-·······
10:38:41 AM I nd Case
I

9/9/2013
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Judge Thomas

F. Neville/JanetLeporter:

Sue Wolf/09/30/13

Courtroom507

10:38:48 AM I ric Rolfsen
1 :39:00 AM i cott Bandy
10:39:05 AM ourt

_ _ _ __
counsel for defendant
·----~unsel for State
defendant
advises
Trial,
Jury
Continue
here on State's Motion to
needs to maintain better contact with counsel. ·
·
i
.. 10:39:.Si°AMF~cott..Bandy.......... ·Officer.. pre approved ..leave..from··November.8th.through...November ...................

I

.
29th. _................--,-.....- ..................._........_,__..,__......................_ .........................._ ...........................................................................................................
I -..........______.............................
.
............-,.,.....,...____t"i ..-.......
not opposed to reset
10:41:02 AMd;ric Rolfsen
1·0:41°:'oeAMl~ourt..____...........-..... ·grants motion.. to ..reset .......................-................_............................................................................................_____.._..._....._ ......
10:41 :41 AM ric Rolfsen
10:42: 13 AM . ourt

........___a.................- .............-+-··-.......-........._.._..__......

have discussed speedy trial, will waive speedy trial
inquired of defendant, notes speedy trial. Court vacated trial now set
for November 12tb. Reset jury trial to February 4th at 9:00 a.m.. and
pretrial conf. on January 27th. Deadlines already passed, no need to

J!.!fl_. . . . . . . . . . _,__. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,_........................-................-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . - ..........................................-..............._____............-.. . . _.

10:43:38 AM! l;nd Case

9/30/2013

1 of 1
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RECEIVED

-

AUG 2,g 2013
ADA COUNTY CLERK

NO.

A.M.JO\

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

:.;.:{

FILED

P.M.----

OCT -1 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS

R. Scott Bandy
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
ORDER TO CONTINUE JURY
TRIAL

The above entitled matter having come before this Court and good cause appearing;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Jury Trial currently set for November 12,
2013 at 9:00 o'clock be reset to the

Cj ;_cJt.)

o'clock of said day.

DATED this 3&.y of

Cf.1¥--day of ~

¥,,..,e.

0,.,

,

, 201r,at the hour of ~

2013.

Thomas F. Neville
District Judge

-
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FILED
Tuesday. -ber 01. 2013 at 10:24 AM
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
NOTICE OF JURY
TRIAL RESETTING

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY/SCOTT BANDY
INTER DEPT MAIL
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER ERIC ROLFSEN
THE HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE HAS SET THE ABOVE-ENTITLED
MATTER FOR TRIAL BEFORE THE COURT AND A JURY ON:

PRETRIAL CONFERENCE ...... Monday, January 27, 2014@ 03:00 PM
Judge:
Thomas F. Neville
JURY TRIAL. ..... Tuesday, February 04, 2014@ 09:00 AM
Judge:
Thomas F. Neville
THE DEFENDANT SHALL BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT THE PRETRIAL
CONFERENCE UNLESS EXCUSED BY THE COURT.
Proposed Jury Instructions shall be submitted at least five days prior to trial.
CHECK BULLETIN BOARD ON DAY OF TRIAL FOR COURTROOM NUMBER.
cc: Counsel/je

NOTICE OF JURY TRIAL SETTING

~

000057

Judge Thomas F. Neville/Jane.is/Reporter: Sue Wolf/01 /27/14

Courtroom507

ourt
i called ST v VERNON PELLAND
CRFE13-07623, present
··············-····-·--····················.J.on . bond......................................................................................................................_.......................................................................................................................................
03:48: 12 PM! ric Rolfsen i counsel for defendant
............: •.a....a..........,_..._.,.............f...........- .............................................., ............................................................ ........................
03:48: 18 PM i cott Bandy i counsel for State
.........:.............:...a.;.......:..:..................;...... ......................- ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
03:48:23 PMj .ourt
!notes State had previous Motion to Continue, inquired why defense
···········-······-········----·..··············-· L.-4"··· .···················-···--···-···..Jneeds. Motion. to . Continue .........................................·--··············--·········-·············-········-···-·····-············-·. ······························-·····················
03:48:41 PM I~ric Rolfsen IWas ready for trial, defendant has been taking care of his mother in
II
ILas Vegas who slipt and fell. Believe this could be fatal. Defendant
I
Iagrees to pay any costs if there is any with vacating the trial. Request
03:48:03 PM

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..J;l

~

m,_.. , ... , •• m ..,.............................- ....................................................................................................................................................

J1set
couple ·month . set_over.·················-···················--··-··············--·-······-····-·····························································-·--·········---··--··-··-······--···
over to June 3, 2014@ 9:00 a.m. and pre trial conf on May 27,

····-··-···-··························-··-·-··-.l ;;r··········-··-···-...............................

03:51 :18 PM luourt

-·······················-·-···-·-····-·········.J r4 ·····················--··-····-·-·--····J 2014 . @. 3: 00 . P· m······-······································-·······-··-················--··-···-··········--·-·····-··························································-·····-··········-··-·

03:53:41 PM Ic;nd Case

1/27/2014

I
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FILED
Tuesday. January 28. 2014 at 09:41 AM
CHRlSTOPHER D. RICH. CLERK OF THE COURT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

vs.

NOTICE OF JURY
TRIAL SETTING

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY/SCOTT BANDY
INTER DEPT MAIL
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER/ERIC ROLFSEN
INTER DEPT MAIL
THE HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE HAS SET THE ABOVE-ENTITLED
MATTER FOR TRIAL BEFORE THE COURT AND A JURY ON:

PRETRIAL CONFERENCE ...... Tuesday, May 27, 2014@ 03:00 PM
Judge:
Thomas F. Neville
JURY TRIAL. ..... Tuesday, June 03, 2014@ 09:00 AM
Judge:
Thomas F. Neville
THE DEFENDANT SHALL BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT THE PRETRIAL
CONFERENCE UNLESS EXCUSED BY THE COURT.
Proposed Jury Instructions shall be submitted at least five days prior to trial.
CHECK BULLETIN BOARD ON DAY OF TRIAL FOR COURTROOM NUMBER.
cc: Counsel/je

~ NOTICE OF JURY TRIAL SETTING

000059

Judge Thomas~- NevUle/Jari.lis/Reporter: Sue Wolf/05/27/14

03:56:52 P

ICourt

icalled ST v VERNON PELLAND

I

I

•

Courtroom503

CRFE13-007623,
..........................................................\.........................................................i.present_ on . bond ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
03:57:02 P Eric Rolfsen counsel for defendant

03:57:08 P !Scott Bandy !counsel for State
03:.57:.1.3. .PrJij Court ................................. :.understands. this . matter. ready. for . trial ..........................................................................-......................................
03:57:57 PM IScott Bandy Imade an offer for probation
...-...,......................- ...................,;-- 1..........................................................1..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

03:58:05 PM IEric Rolfsen Idefendant states not guilty of this charge, misd. could resolve, but

...............................................·-····•··! ......................................................... !.otherwise . defendant. .ready. for trial.................................................................................................................................
04:01 :01 PM j Scott Bandy j not sure how much more <:an negotiate

.:04::0:1: :· 1:s:::PM·!: Court:~:::::::::~:::::::::~:::~:::t.inq.uired·· about:: a:: W/J:::::::::::::~::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~::::::~::::::::::::::~:::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::
04:01 :42 PM IScott Bandy !stated has not used a W/J capped at ~ 5 year probation
......................................................-;,,,,,I,___................................................. I..........._................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

04:02: 13 PM j Eric Rolfsen Iwould like to discuss further with defendant
i

i

............................................................1.......-.................................................i•••--.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... _,.............

04:02:24 P · l Recess
l
04: 12:25 P Eric Rolfsen j still in trial mode. Defendant would not accept the W/J offer.

i

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . ,. ,. .,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

......................................................1'...

04: 12:42 P~ iCourt
igoes to trial matters.
04: 12:50
j Scott Bandy j tendered to Court witness list.

PM

04:14:03 PMjCourt

I

·

jposs. max. 14 years with $5,000 fine. 6 peremptories and one 1

i

ialternate. Court will use seating chart with 27 boxes. length of

i

itrial

04:14:55 PNf jScott Bandy jnot more than 2 days. Believe can be done on Wednesday.

::~.~:~:-:M.!i::::olfsen_ J:l~::~rtise-as·3-daitrial.---------------------i
04: 16: 10 P

Scott Bandy will try the case for State

04: 16:25 PN! j Eric Rolfsen j believe standard instructions will cover.
·····················································t····

!. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..!..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

04: 17:03 PM i Scott Bandy i concurs with Grand Theft, IDJI 540 2A includes all alternatives for

···························-·························ri ........................................................ i.Grand . Theft, . B. would. .be. petit. theft ...............................................................................................................................

..9~.:.~. ~.:.?..9. .~M..1.~.?.~.~--···········--··············.J !..~.9.~.~E~.~. . ~.!. .~.~~.~?..~. .!..~~~.~.~.~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
04: 19:01 PM IScott Bandy '

tute makes it the felony. Count II, is a petit theft.

04: 19:49 PM j Court

one··hoiir. for···vofr.dire·:··'"ci"penfr1g····fs···n1rr,·utes···a·n·cro·n·e··hou·r"fr,faffor. . . ..
i
closing. Would ask counsel stipulate to alternate being in box 13.
ICourt won't have jury in courtroom until 9:30 on Tuesday
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.....l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [.morning ....................................................................................................._..................................................................................................................................
04:23: 18 P : IEnd Case I

I
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NO.~o ,
FILED
A.M.--=b ~ _p.M.----

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

MAY 2 8 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

R. Scott Bandy
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.
__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
STATE'S WITNESS LIST

COMES NOW, R. Scott Bandy, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of
Ada, State of Idaho, and intends to call the following witnesses in its case in chief:

State's Witness List in its Case in Chief

0

1.1)ohn Brumbaugh, Garden City Police Department
2.fTim J Riley, Garden City Police Department
3. Qf.fiser Angela Lythgoe, Garden City Police Department
4. Kristin Boehm, Garden City Police Department- ~,-p~
5. Tina MFenske, Garden City Police Department
c:9
6. MoneyGram, c/o Ada County Prosecutor's Office wS.2-<i.AJµo.x~_
Kffion-SayTes~ ·c!o Adi-C~ouii.fy Prosec-utor'sOffice_____ - .
8. Tomas Olea-Gonzalez, c/o Ada County Prosecutor's Office

-----7.---aina
o2--

_

STATE'S WITNESS LIST (PELLAND), Page 1
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.

9. Gregory Lee Sparrow, c/o Ada County Prosecutor's Office
10. Michelle Jacson, c/o Ada County Prosecutor's Office
11. Carey L Hickman, c/o Ada County Prosecutor's Office
12. David Joseph Tiffany, c/o Ada County Prosector's Office
13. Mary Lynn Thomas, c/o Ada County Prosecutor's Office
All above witnesses were disclosed in the State's initial discovery response filed
August 14, 2013.

WHEREFORE, the State hereby notifies the Court of the witnesses it will call in its
case in chief.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED

thi'J:j__

~of_-'-&~~---

20!4.

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

By:

R.~--Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

STATE'S WITNESS LIST (PELLAND), Page 2
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NO. C,.f 1 cl\}
A.M. - l

FILED

P.M.----

JUN -3 2014
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623
AMENDED
INFORMATION
Defendant's

GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes
now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that VERNON CRAIG PELLAND
is accused by this Information of the crimes of: I. GRAND THEFT BY POSSESSION,
FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), 2409 and II. PETIT THEFT BY POSSESSION,
MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-2403(1), 2407(2) which crimes were committed as follows:
COUNT!
That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of
June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, obtain, possess
and/or withhold money orders from the owner, MoneyGram, knowing the property to be

AMENDED INFORMATION (PELLAND), Page 1
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•

•

stolen, or under circumstances as would reasonably induce him to believe that the
property was stolen, and with the intent to deprive the owner permanently of the use or
benefit of the property.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, VERNON CRAIG PELLAND, on or about the 6th day of
June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, possess, and/or
obtain social security cards and/or identification cards, from multiple persons knowing
the property to be stolen, or under circumstances as would reasonably induce him to
believe that the property was stolen, and with the intent to deprive the owner permanently
of the use or benefit of the property.

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho.

j

GREG H. BOWE~
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

AMENDED INFORMATION (PELLAND), Page 2
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Courtroom"501

Judge Thomas ~- Neville/Jan.is/Sue Wolf/06/03/14

09:09:07
AM i
..............._ .....:....a.:..,..09:09:28 AM j
09:09:33 AM
09:09:39 AM!

ourt
i called ST vs......VERNON
CRAIG PELLAND, present on bond .
.., - -.....................................................- .....,..................._ ....,_,.................--·----, .._ ..__,,,.........._ .. _ ...............................................................................................- .............................................
cott Bandy l counsel for State
ric Rolfsen lcounsel for Defendant
ourt
fhas had filed an Amended Information. Court and counsel met in
I
Ichambers yesterday afternoon to discuss the amended information .
........................-_.................._.!........_....................-..- ..........1. Defendant. was . not. present. at that. time ..................................................____. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
09:12:27
l ric Rolfsen l no objection to the filing of the Amended Information.
......
-=..n......_ ...:...m:.AM
.a....; ......,....................- .................................;....................................._ ...,..................................................................................................................- ......................._ ,......................................................................................- .....
09: 12:44 AM l ~ourt
lCharges Grand Theft By Possession
......:.e ..m

-~~~ ~-!~~:. ~~·!l~~e~dant___. . . . . . j.~:~:~::~~ffness. Wsr. . Notes. .i=:·=r·:A;s··10-r-·tt1e-·recorcf. . .courf~ioes. .over. . .

-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .JA . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . .- . . . !.seating chart.......................................................................-..................-............................_........-...............-................_..........................................................
!believe the audio has no concern. Only issue is how to handle the
Iarrest. He was arrested on misd warrant. Officer will handle by

09:29:26 AM! ~cott Bandy

I.

Istating that he was in custody on a unrelated misd. matter.
. o°9:3i>':'4·:r· Aivft'eii·c-·Ro1tsen. . . . . .tTfoni'y. .states. was·. arresiea-on. . a. .m,scL. warranf.................................._.............__. ._. . . . . . . . .-.. . . . . .
j

i '

i

. o·g·:·§nc>'AMTl~c-Roifsen. . . . .lMove to-exciii'cie. w,tnes·ses~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _............................................-.. --.. . . . . . . . . . .-............................___. . . ._. . .
........ _ .........:............,........

w:....,.... .......,......__,..,..............................; .......,__................................_............................- ....................................................._ .............................._,_................................................................_ , ____,..............- .......- .•

09:31 :31 AM! •ourt
!understands that Mr. Hart will fly in from Denver, inquired if he will stay
09:31 :50
i.Scott Bandy. . . . . . j.~~:i~~t~~hl:~~y~f·~:v!i:~anged· for. hotel it"needed ...................................._. . . . . . . .

·~~~-;~~~~. ~~·rJ;;ss _...._. . . . . . . [.p.rese·nrancfseatecf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.................__......_ ............................................................................-.. . ..
. o'§:.4<Ffs
i.weicomesjury__..........................................._. . . . . . . ____. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- ........................................- . . . . . . . ______. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

AtvfJiourf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.~~1=~~;~1~1-~~~~
_..,,j,-....L,J£

-f

cALL. . . . ,ntroductory--;emarl<si,nqu1red. .,rneecftlea.r,ng. 'cievi'ces. . . . . . . . . . . ._. ___. . . . . . . . -.. . . . ._.
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09:49:51 AM l ¢1erk
Icalls names of 27 perspective jurors
.09: 58: 05_ A i _ourt__. . ___. . . . . . . . . . .J.voir.dire. of _jury . panel ........................................._..............................................................__................._. ____. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . . .
10:10:55 A . cott Bandy )voir dire of jury panel
.......,.........- ..............._ .....c:........,._....._......_ ..........................................................................___,_......._ .........__......................................................._--............................_ ....................................................................._ ................................................
10:51 :55 AM I '
Ipassed panel for cause

TcEs2:oa.

AM·rnz~~:~~~ . . .

tvofr. dfre. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -..-.. . . . . . . . .-·-·-·. . . . .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. rr·oa·:s2 AiVnstt"ort-recess. . . l . . . ._.-.. .-.. . . . . -.. .·---·--.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. ._. . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _____. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~Ij::~:~[j:~:!~I~~~~:~. . . .: :~: ~: : : : :~: : t~~~~~~?.~: :! i!f!?.?.:f.~~:: :~: : : : : : :~~=:: .~: ~: : : : : ~~=~:: : : : : : =: : :~: : : : ~~:: ~: : ~~::~:~: :~~=:~: ~: : : : :~~::~~~:~: : :~: : :~: :~:~: : : : ~: : : : ~~:: :
11 :30:44 AMIJcott Bandy !indicated juror#315 completed questionnaire but it did not show on
. ff:3-f:. ffAiiflirl'c. .Roifsen. . . . .

l·:~t;·~~~:- ~~~i~-~~~s~~e

fs~~i"'tor·catise. . . . . . . . - ............................................................................................._. . . .

··12:·os:'38 fi-,~~ftcourf&. . . . . . . . . _. . . lexe·rcise. peremi>iorychaTienges. .otHhe. .recora................................................_. . ._..._._. . . . . .- . . . . .-..

--=----~........a..... r
' ounsel
12:25:09 PM ourt
. 12:29: 11 PM ury Panel

i

.

.

•
seats selected jury panel
SWORN to try the case

·
·

1~:.30:09. .PM .... ourt. . . . . --.--............... _excused_. remaining. jurors........................................................................................................................................-.....................-.. . . . . .
12:32: 19 PM ourt
admonished seated jurors and excused them for lunch recess to

~~~~~e~::

m.

2
:OO. _p. :~~:::~:::::::~~::=::~:::::~:::::~~::::::::::::::~::~::::~::::::~::~::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~:::::~~:::::::::::~::::::::~:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::~~:::::::~::::
. 1.2:·39:40. . PM·,·~~-~=:::::~~::::::::~:~::::~~~:~ .
12:40:25 PM Court
inquired of defendant if having emotional issues.
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~~dge Thomas It. Neville/Jane.s/Sue Wolf/06/03/14

•

Courtroom501

02:05: 15
PM l~iourt
lgives overview of the case
----,..................._ ....---................,.,-........_ .._,...i,,......................- -...,................_,.................................................................- ..............._ ..._................................................- ............................................................................._...,
02:06:58
PM! lerk
!
reads formal Amended Information
.....-···-·············..········- ·-t·c:j ·-···..·······-···-···...............t··--..................................._..........................·--·-······················-······················-·······················-·-·-..........................................................................__.___. . . . . . . . . . . . . ._
02:09:53 PM l ~cott Bandy i opening Statement

...................,_,

_of:i;e:,55_PM ]~ric. Rolfsen . _...Jopening Statement..................................................- .........·..................................-...-..-·---..................................................................................
02:20:15 PM! cott Bandy

!called GCPO OFFICER TIM RILEY/SWORN and direct examined.
I
IOfficer identified the defendant. Mr. Bandy cont'd to exhibits 1-5.
1.Move tQ..admit. and ...Publish......................-.................- ...........................--..- ·......................................................................._........-....
02:34:05
PM!,·c
Rolfsen
!no objection
:..:......: ...;.n::...:..:...........z.....::::........,....................,-....- .........................t.............................................................................-,......................................................-.............................................................................................................._.......................-,..........
02:34:09
PM!
ourt
!admits exhibits 1:-5
·
_............ _...........
...........t... -.-.............................- .....1-......................................._...._.._._...............................................................-........................_............................................_........................................................................................
i cott Bandy ......;!published
exhibits
...02:34:25
:.::......:....:.;.
......PM
::.. ....,..... ,_,...................
................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................._,,
02:36:28 PM i .cott Bandy Icont'd direct examination re: State's exhibit 6, move to admit and
..............._._.............--..-......J
lQublish ..._....._..............-............................................................................................................................._..___._. __···-..............................................._................
02:37:29
PMl
ric
Rolfsen
no objection
.
..::a............... ...:...........-,..--4 ................................- ....._...........f1.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
- .....,.....
02:37:38
PM
i
ourt
i
admits
State's
6
... ..............................._.__ ·~·..... _..............-............................. :---·---·-.........................._.......- ....-...............................______._.._............_._.............................__..................................___......- ....................................-.........
02:37:53 PM cott
Bandy' i published
..: ......:.:...::t:::.:..z......:m.......:...
. . . -.............._........................, ....................- -..............................................................................................._......................-...................................._
.........................................................................,__.......
02:38: 15 PM 1~cott Bandy Icont'd direct examination, cont'd to State's exhibit 7, move to admit

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.. . . . . . . . L.l.-.-.. . . . . . . . . . . ____. . .

;1. _
........
___

._

._

. . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -·-..l1· . . . . . __. . . . . . . . . . . . . .l--.. . . . . . . . . . . . .-..--.. . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . --.-·. . . .___. . . . . . . . . .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-..-.. --.--.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
02:39: 18 PM I ric Rolfsen i no objection
~02: ~:28=PM.J. . . .ourt·-·--·--................J admits ..state's.. exhibit. 1 .....................................-.....................................................................................___........_ . ._._.____......._ .........
02:39:36 PM i cott Bandy !has officer publish cards showing two sets of money orders and

1

. . . . . . .-_. . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . 1

J instruction...sheet. for vendor................................---·.........................._.............____........................................................._................

! .... _ _ ..................-.-·-......

02:41 :04 PM I cott
Bandy !cont'd to State's exhibit 8, move to admit and publish
.................._ _ .....................t.................................................................................._........................................................................._._,........................................................................,_,....- .................-.........-..
02:41 :29 PM i .ric Rolfsen i no objection
02:41
:34 . ;.t:ourt
"l admits
exhibit 8
.............. ..............
......___................-...................................
____State's
..................................................................................................................
_.......................................___.._..............................................................................
02:41
PM
l .:;>cott
published exhibit 8
...:.............: :41.........
,. -+-;:;:
...- ............Bandy
- ..........................;.i...................................................................................................................................
_........................__......_..........................................__.....-....--.-..............- ....- 02:45:37 PM I i:::.ric Rolfsen !cross examination re: Defendant's exhibit A, move to admit and

,... .....:m...:m;:bi.:.i:ws...........m......~

. . . . . . _. . . .__. . . . . .u_. . . . . . _.____.

J.publish_ ................ ·....................................................................................................- ....................- . _ ..............................................................................................

02:46:04
PM 1.:i>cott Bandy j no objection
.. .• . - -- . .. .. - ..t. :i::................----..-............................................................................................._ ...............................................................................- .._·_·_........................................................................_,................._..............
02:46:
1O PM!
!admits
Defendants's
........
..................
.......... \yOUrt
rl=:...........- ................................................
__.................
_ ...__._._.._............exhibit
_.._..__...._..A
_,.......................__...........................................................-....-........_._...................................._._.....
02:46:22
PM!
i;:;ric
Rolfsen
l
published
Exhibit
A
....,...........m.:::m._20•.:2...0.•~ · - ..............- ....._. _ _.......................- ......- ...................................................................................._ ......................................_ ..................................- - . -...................................................................................
02:51
:02 PM
i ...................
cott Bandy
ire-direct examination re: Exhibit A
::.-.mz...........
mL..
__........_..............................................................................................................................................................................
_.._...................................................._...............____....._...............- ..........
02:52:34
PM
I
itness
!
excused,
not
subject
to
recall
...... -·-•·-................... - ....: ·.;;: ...............-............................-..+-..--..-·-................_.................___.____....._........._ ........._._..._..........._...............................--..........................._.._____.......___..._................._.........- .......
02:53:00 PM I;;;,cott Bandy !called GCPO OFFICER ANGELA LITHGOE/SWORN and direct
.....1....

1..

.02:57:58
. . _. . ------·-·-. . PM
. . . .J!~I ric. . . . Rolfsen
. . . ---·-..-.. . . . . ...l.examined
.......ldentifed.. the ..defendant ...............-....-............- .................................................._......-....................................-..
l cross examination

...

::::................:.

'"f"' .............,_....................................,...................- ..................___..........._..........-,................................... _................_ .................................,_........................................................._ ................................,_...,......

03:00:53 PM
I~cott Bandy i redirect examination
.........:...=a.-=-=:
....,.........µ. . . .- ................- .............t............................- ...............................................................................................-.....................- ....,..............................__...............................................................,_.................
03:01 :46 PM I Witness
!excused not subject to recall
03:01 :·58. .PM.t$cott ..Bandy...........f'called-WILLARD .ANTHONY..HART/SWORN-Money..gram....................................-............ ..

I

I

IInter.national.

Direct Examination - cont'd to exhibit 7, previously

·oa: . . .4:09. .PM ~!.ric ..Rolfsen..........~~6sstt:~amination.................................................................................-._....................................................................................................-...............
..:::awwwai:.a. .:......:u:w u:m ... ......................................................

......................,...,_..............,_,,,__..............................- .................................................................- ............................................- .............._ .................................................

03:41 :03 PM · cott
Bandy
redirect examination
·o·a·:·.:a2·:12=Prvr
. itness
...- ..............................._...._.-.........................._.....-............................................................................._........................................................_........._........................................................
11xcused

03:42:20 PM 1.::ourt
03:43:06 PM ,cott Bandy

excused jury for recess
have ability to get Mr. Hart back on 7:20 p. m. flight tonight, inquired if
Mr. Rolfsen would need to recall
I:ric ..Rolfsen......- ~ objection........_.. _.__.........._.................._.____............._.___............................................................................................_._.__..__............................
03:44:00 PM 1Court
excused Mr. Hart not subject to recall.

. P.M~,;!1;,Z..f.M.
6/3/2014
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Courtroom501
03:44:
15 PM
I
...........
......1:..................
............,i....Recess
r ................-·--······........................................................................................... -......._............-...................................-._...............................................................- ......._....,

,, J~dge Thomas

I

,-t--....., -.......................................

04:04:54 PM IJµry
i present and seated,
............... ' ----···· ..............f--•······-·---...............___.__.... :······.............-.......-......................................................_.............................................................._ .............._...................................................................................................
04:05:07 PM I~cott Bandy icalled JOHN BRUMBAUGH/GCPD DETECTIVE/SWORN and direct

,

I

iexamined.

I

ldenitified defendant. Cont'd State's exhibit 9, audio, move

.04:
. . . . . . .10:49
. . . . . . . . . . . .PM
. . . . . . . 1.~ric. . . . . .Rolfsen
-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !i.to.noadmit
,andJ>ublish .........................................................._......................................................................................................................................
objection
I

04~1'f:Of PMl ourt

-~;~:~:::~1~:·:indy
04:36:34 PM I8ric Rolfsen

..04:4): 31 .fM

fadmitted exhibit 9

==-~

=l~~ete,fdirect:examination
!cross examination

ji'"cott ..Bandy _.....Tredirect. examination...............................................-.................__.........................--·-·-.........................................................................................

04:41
:44 PM!
ric ,Rolfsen
objects, argumentative
...................,.&
:au.r. -............
. . , _.....................,i.......................................................................................................................................
-_...................................................................................................................................................
04:46:01
PM!
ourt
I
overruled,
the jury
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._.__ 't' t ,,......._. _ ..........................-...........
_................................leave
-....._...........to
_.....................
-..--.. .- .................__.............................- ........................................-...............-.......................-..................
04:43:03 PM l V[Vitness
l not subject to recall
m:........: .......

Iij'~cused

!

04:43:38
j cott
Bandy
State- Rests
.........
a,......,_,,=·- PM
...........m.+·,t···-·
.....-..................
_ ............fi.....................
....- .............................................................................................- .....................................................................................................................................................- ....
04:43:44
PM
I
\J,OUrt
I
and
counsel
side bar
......................... ...................--4-.t" ...........--.-........................ 1...................................._.....................................................................................................................................................................................................
_ ..._ ..............._ ..........
04:45:47
PM
I
~ry
I
adminoished
and
excused
for
the
evening
. ......-....... ................... •,,t.................- -.................- .•-· ...._..__....._..............--.-............................................- ...............- ......................_........................................................................._..,_...__.._,_,_....,......................._.......
04:46:35
re: _side
bar- conference
...........
_____,............. PM
.............I,\.lfOUrt
i-t....._.___...................................I·.--........
..__..................
....-................................................................._.....................- ...............................-....·-----·-..·-...................................................- ......- ....
04:47:06 PM! qric Rolfsen !makes motion Rule 29 Judgment of Acquittal, not sufficient evidence

. . . . . . . . . .-.. . ___. . . . . . . . . .J,=t . -.. . . . . . --.-.. . . . . . ·. . . .I.to.. take.. to. the jury ...................................................................................._ ................................................................·..............-................_.............

· 04:47:51 PM! ~cott Bandy t-.........
!have
covered each element of the charge.
-...............................- ...........................................................- .........................._..................................-..........................................- ..............- ............- ....................-........
04:49:06
PM
l~ourt
lre: evidence of Count II.
........_,
.............
...........!, ;t:··-..·--.................................t ..·--·-----..........._ _.....- ........................- ....- ...........................................__........................................................_.........,-...,...- ............................- .......- .........
04:50:
12 PM
..........
,..m.............
............ l ~cott Bandy ire: State's exhibit 6
04:50:34
PM
I ourt
! possession with inference of his knowledge .
...................~----- ..........·--· ·---·-..-·-······---............... ,....................................................................................................-........................-......................._..._.._...............-_...................................................................................................
04:53:05
PM
I ric
Rolfsen
Isubmit to the Court-..................................................................................- .........-............................................... ·....................................................
.u...........m..m ...._ ....,.......
m.-...,4;
.................
__....................................................................................................
04:53:19 PMlyourt
!no statements from defendant he had these items in his possession.
...

0 .......2........................... _

............................ _ ...........................- ...

tl. _._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. _.,. _. . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,_. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . . .
i·

iOnly State's evidence before the Court at this time. There is suff.
j
Ievidence before the jury that if the jury found credible could
!
! conceivably find defendant guilty. Deny Motion for directed verdict.
j
iCourt will inquired of defendant tomorrow morning on whether he
_. . . . . . . . . . - . . . -.. . . . . . . -.J. . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . ...1takes. the. stand . . . .,___. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _._. . . . . . . . . _. . . . . . .
04:59:01 PM Iffnd Day 1
I
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-=~---A.M. _ _ _ _ _P.M._ _ __

JUN -4 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICfE~~
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2Q13-0007623

vs.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge
Presiding

\
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INSTRUCTION NO.

1

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury:
It is my duty as judge to instruct you concerning the law
applicable to this case, and it is your duty as jurors to follow
the law as I shall state it to you.
The jury determines the issues of fact that are presented
by

the

allegations

in

the

Amended

Information

and

the

defendant's plea of "not guilty". You should be uninfluenced by
pity for the defendant or by passion or prejudice against him.
You must not be biased against the defendant because he has been
charged or because he has been brought before the court to stand
trial.

None of these facts is evidence of guilt,

and you are

not permitted to infer or to speculate that he is more likely to
be guilty than innocent.
You are to be governed solely by the evidence introduced
in this trial and the law as stated to you by the court. The law
forbids

you

to

be

governed

by

mere

sentiment,

conjecture,

sympathy, passion, prejudice, public opinion or public feeling.
Both the State and the defendant have a
they do demand and expect,

that

you will

right to demand,

and

conscientiously and

dispassionately consider and weigh the evidence and apply the
law

of

the

case,

and

that

you

will

reach

regardless of the consequences of such verdicts.

just

verdicts

The verdicts

must express the individual opinion of each juror.

000069

INSTRUCTION NO.

2

The law does not require you to accept all of the evidence
which has been admitted.
accept,

In determining what evidence you will

you must make your own evaluation of the evidence and

determine

the

degree

of

weight

you

choose

a

witness

may

fail

to

give

to

that

evidence.
testimony

The
facts

they

as

of

occurred

the

because

to

witness

conform to
is

the

intentionally

telling a falsehood, or because he or she did not accurately see
or hear that about which he or she testifies, or because his or
her recollection of the event is faulty,
has

not

expressed

himself

testimony.

There

testimony.

You

bring

experience

and

background

affairs

you

is

no

unreliability

of

herself

formula

with

determine

or

you
of

for

or because he or she

by

to

which

this

your

clearly

to

may

lives.

In
the

your

giving
evaluate

courtroom all

yourselves

statements made

one

in

of

everyday

reliability

you by others.

the

The

or
same

considerations that you use in your everyday dealings are the
considerations which you apply in your deliberations.
In determining the weight,

if any,

you will assign to a

witness's testimony, you may consider such items as the interest
or lack of interest of the witness in the outcome of this case;
the bias or prejudice of a witness,

if there be any;

the age,

the appearance, the manner in which the witness gives his or her
testimony on the stand; the opportunity that the witness had to
observe

the

probability

facts
or

concerning

improbability

which
of

the

he

or

she

witness's

testifies;

the

testimony when

viewed in the light of all of the other evidence in the case;
the contradiction,

if any,

of a witness's

testimony by other

evidence; statements, if any, made by the witness at other times

000070

inconsistent with his
any,

or her present

testimony;

evidence,

that a witness's general reputation for truth,

integrity is bad;
if any;
witness;

if

honesty or

a witness's previous conviction of a felony,

and the effect,

if any,

of alcohol or drugs upon the

are all items to be taken into your consideration in

determining

the

weight,

if

any,

you

will

assign

to

that

witness's testimony.

000071

INSTRUCTION NO.
You

are

the

judges

of

the

3

facts

and

of

the

ef feet

and

value of the evidence, but you must determine the facts from the
evidence received here in court.
Statements

of

counsel

are

not

evidence.

However,

counsel for the parties have stipulated to any fact,

if

you will

treat that fact as being conclusively proved.
As

to any question to which an objection was

sustained,

you must not speculate as to what the answer might have been or
as to the ~eason for the objection.
You
rejected,

must

not

consider

any

offer

of

evidence

that

was

nor any evidence that was stricken out by the Court;

such matter is to be treated as though you had never heard it.
You

must

never

speculate

to

be

true

any

insinuation

suggested by a question asked of a witness. A question is not
evidence and may be considered only as it supplies meaning to
the answer.

000072

4

INSTRUCTION NO.
be

Evidence may

direct

either

direct evidence if it proves a fact,
if true,

which in itself,

It

circumstantial.

or

without an inference~

is
and

conclusively establishes that fact.

It is circumstantial evidence if it proves a fact from which an
inference of the existence of another fact may be drawn.
An

inference
be

reasonably

of

drawn

fact
from

is

one

another

which
fact

may
or

and

logically

group

facts

of

established by the evidence.
The

makes

law

no

direct

between

distinction

and

circumstantial evidence as to the degree of proof required; each
is

accepted

as

a

reasonable

method

of

proof

and

each

is

respected for such convincing force as it may carry.

000073

•
INSTRUCTION NO.

5

A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter
may give an opinion on that matter. In determining the weight to
be given such opinion,

you should consider the qualifications

and credibility of the witness

and the

reasons

given for

the

opinion. You are not bound by such opinion. Give it the weight,
if any, to which you deem it entitled.

000074

INSTRUCTION NO.
A

defendant

innocent

until

in

the

a

criminal

contrary

is

6

action

is

proved,

presumed

and

in

to

case

be

of

a

reasonable doubt whether his guilt is satisfactorily shown,

he

is entitled to a verdict of not guilty. This presumption places
upon

the

State

reasonable
doubt,

doubt.

because

depending

the

on

of

Reasonable
everything

moral

imaginary doubt.

burden

doubt

is

relating

to

evidence,

Reasonable

proving

is

doubt

open
is

him

guilty

not

a

human
to

that

mere

beyond

possible

affairs,

some
state

and

possible
of

a

the

or
case

which, after the entire comparison and consideration of all the
evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that
they cannot

say they feel

an abiding conviction,

to

a

moral

certainty, of the truth of the charge.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
The

defendant,

Vernon

Craig

7

Pelland,

is

here

for· trial

upon a criminal Amended Information filed in this court accusing
the

defendant

of

the

crimes

of

Count

I.

Grand

Theft

by

Possession of Stolen Property, Felony, and Count II. Petit Theft
by Possession of Stolen Property, Misdemeanor.
The crime of Count I. Grand Theft by Possession of Stolen
Property, Felony, is alleged to have been committed as follows:
That the defendant, Vernon Craig Pelland,

on or about the

6th day of June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did
wrongfully take,

obtain,

possess,

from the owner, MoneyGram,
under

the

and/or withhold money orders

knowing the property to be stolen or

circumstances

as

would

reasonably

induce

him

to

believe that the property was stolen,

and with the intent to

deprive

use

the

owner

permanently

of

the

of

benefit

of

the

property.
The crime of Count II. Petit Theft by Possession of Stolen
Property,

Misdemeanor,

is

alleged

to

have

been

committed

as

follows:
That the defendant, Vernon Craig Pelland,

on or about the

6th day of June, 2013, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did
wrongfully take,

possess,

and/or obtain social security cards

and/or identification cards,
property

to

be

stolen,

or

from multiple persons knowing the
under

the

circumstances

as

would

reasonably induce him to believe that the property was stolen,
and with the intent to deprive the owner permanently of the use
or benefit of the property.
The defendant has pled not
State

must

prove

every

material

guilty to these charges.
allegation

in

each

of

The
the

charges beyond a reasonable doubt.

000076

INSTRUCTION NO.

8

In order for the defendant to be guilty of Count I. Grand
Theft by Possession of Stolen Property,

Felony, the State must

prove each of the following:
1. On or about the 6th day of June, 2013;
2. in the County of Ada, State of Idaho;
3. the defendant, Vernon Craig Pelland, knowingly took,
obtained, possessed, and/or withheld money orders;
~

4. either knowing the property was stolen by another or
under such circumstances as would reasonably induce the
defendant to believe the property was stolen;
5. the property was a check, draft, or order for the
payment of money upon any bank;

f 6. such property was in fact stolen; and
7. any of the following occurred:
(a) the defendant had the intent to deprive the owner
permanently of the use or benefit of the property; or
(b) the defendant knowingly used, concealed or abandoned
the property in such manner as to deprive the owner
permanently of the use or benefit of the property; or
(c) the defendant used, concealed, or abandoned the
property knowing that such use, concealment or
abandonment would have probably deprived the owner
permanently of the use or benefit of the property.
If

any

reasonable

of

doubt,

the

above

you must

has
find

not
the

been

proven

defendant

not

beyond

a

guilty of

Count I. Grand Theft by Possession of Stolen Property,

Felony.

If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt,

000077

then you must find the defendant guilty of Count I. Grand Theft
by Possession of Stolen Property, Felony.

000078

INSTRUCTION NO.

SA

The phrase "intent to deprive" means:
a. The intent to withhold property or cause it to be
withheld from an owner permanently or for so extended a period
or under such circumstances that the major portion of its
economic value or benefit is lost to such owner; or
b. The intent to dispose of the property in such manner or
under such circumstances as to render it unlikely that an owner
will recover such property.
The phrase "intent to appropriate'' means:
a. The intent to exercise control over property, or to aid
someone other than the owner to exercise control over it,
permanently or for so extended a period of time or under such
circumstances as to acquire the major portion of its economic
value or benefit; or
b. The intent to dispose of the property for the benefit
of oneself or someone other than the owner.

000079

INSTRUCTION NO.

8B

An "owner" of property is any person who has a right to
possession of such property superior to that of the defendant.

000080

INSTRUCTION NO.

SC

To "obtain" property means to bring about a transfer of an
interest in or the possession of the property.

000081

INSTRUCTION NO.

8D

"Property" means anything of value.

000082

INSTRUCTION NO.
Property
obtains,

is

stolen

or withholds

it

when

a

from the

8E
person

wrongfully

owner with

the

takes,

intent

to

deprive the owner of the property or to appropriate it to any
person other than the owner.

000083

INSTRUCTION NO.

9

In order for the defendant to be guilty of Count II. Petit
Theft by Possession of Stolen Property, Misdemeanor, the State
must prove each of the following:
~

1. On or about the 6th day of June, 2013;

~

2. in the County of Ada, State of Idaho;

~

3. the defendant, Vernon Craig Pelland,,knowingly obtained
control )over and/or possessed social ~ c a r d s
and/or identification cards;

~

(

4. either knowing the property was stolen by another or
under such circumstances as would reasonably induce the
defendant to believe the property was stolen;
5. such property was in fact stolen; and
6. any of the following occurred:
(a) the defendant had the intent to deprive the owner
permanently of the use or benefit of the property; or
(b)

~

the defendant knowingly used, concealed or abandoned
the property in such manner as to deprive the owner
permanently of the use or benefit of the property; or

(c) the defendant used, concealed, or abandoned the
property knowing that such use, concealment or
abandonment would have probably deprived the
owner permanently of the use or benefit of the
property.
If

any

reasonable
Count

of

doubt,

II.

Misdemeanor.

Petit
If

reasonable doubt,

the

above

you must
Theft
each of

has
find

not

been

proven

the defendant not

by

Possession

the

above

has

of

Stolen

beyond

a

guilty of
Property,

been proven beyond

a

then you must find the defendant guilty of

000084

Count

II.

Petit

Theft

by

Possession

of

Stolen

Property,

Misdemeanor.

000085

INSTRUCTION NO.

10

In crimes such as these of which the defendant is charged
in the Amended Information,

there must exist a union or joint

operation of act or conduct and criminal intent.

To constitute

criminal intent it is not necessary that there should exist an
intent

to

violate

the

law.

Where

a

that which the law declares to be a
criminal

intent,

person

intentionally does

crime,

he is acting with

even though he may not

know that his

act

or

conduct is unlawful.

000086

INSTRUCTION NO.

11

The intent with which an act is done is manifested by the
circumstances attending the act, the manner in which it is done,
the means used, and the sound mind and discretion of the person
committing the act.

000087

INSTRUCTION NO.
Each
offense.

criminal

count

charges

12
a

separate

and

distinct

You must decide each count separately on the evidence

and the law applicable to it, uninfluenced by your decision as
to the other count. The defendant may be convicted or acquitted
on any or all of the offenses charged. Your finding as to each
count must be stated in a separate verdict form.

000088

INSTRUCTION NO.

13

The question of penalty or punishment is
Court if it becomes relevant. Therefore,
concern

yourselves

with

penalty

or

solely for

the

I instruct you not to

punishment.

Your

duty

as

jurors is solely to determine whether the defendant is guilty or
not guilty.

000089

e
INSTRUCTION NO.

14

If these instructions state any rule, direction or idea in
varying ways,

no emphasis is intended by me and none must be

inferred by you. You are not to single out any certain sentence,
or any individual point or instruction,

and ignore the others,

but you are to consider all the instructions as a whole, and are
to regard each in the light of all the others.
The

order

in

which

the

instructions

are

given

has

no

significance as to their relative importance.

000090

INSTRUCTION NO.
The

attitude

and conduct

of

15

jurors

at

the beginning of

their deliberations are matters of considerable importance.

It

is rarely produc~ive or good for a juror at the outset to make
an emphatic expression of his or her opinion on the case or to
state how he or she intends to vote. When one does that at the
beginning, his or her sense of pride may be aroused, and he or
she may hesitate to change his or her position even if shown
that

it

is

wrong.

Remember

that

you

are

not

partisans

or

advocates in this matter, but are judges.

000091

•

INSTRUCTION NO.
Both

the

State

and

the

16

defendant

are

entitled

to

the

individual opinion of each juror.
It is the duty of each of you to consider the evidence for
the purpose of arriving at verdicts if you can do so.
you must decide the case for yourself,
after a

discussion of the

Each of

but should do so only

evidence and instructions with the

other jurors.
You should not hesitate to change an opinion if you are
convinced it is erroneous. However, you should not be influenced
to decide any question in a particular way because a majority of
the jurors or any of them, favor such a decision.

000092

INSTRUCTION NO.
Upon
your

retiring

number

to

to

act

the

as

jury

17

room,

Foreman,

who

you will
will

select

preside

one

over

of

your

deliberations and who will sign the verdict forms to which you
agree.

In order to return a

verdict

it is necessary that all

twelve of the jurors agree to the decision.
you have agreed upon the verdicts,
forms

signed

and

dated

by

your

As soon as all of

you shall have the verdict

Foreman

and

then

inform

the

Bailiff that you have reached verdicts on all charges.

THO~. NEVILLE
District Judge
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JUROR QUESTION TO JUDGE DURING DELIBERATION
DO NOT DESTROY - RETURN TO BAILIFF

f:.-'i

DATE- - - - - - - -

cAsE#~~c_~..c._F_E_'~~-b_J&,-=-23---~

.:..c..~-=-~v_d_le~~~~

TOJUDGE---'-'H~:...;._r_
.
FOREMAN NAME

jl 2..

QUESTION AND/OR REMARK:

000094

•
JllROR QUESTION TO JUDGE DURING DELIBERATION
DO NOT DESTROY - RETURN TO BAILIFF

DATE- - - - - - - -

cASE#~~t_~....;.F_E_l_>_-_a_~=--l.3-'--~
TOJUDGE_..:.~~~,__,_~~e~v_,\_\e~~~~)12.

FOREMAN NAME

QUESTION AND/OR REMARK:

Ot

-

C!V\y r~rs on (l.!O.,.,) H,e c,lnt:11'r\ ~

I\

···-- ......---····-·----------.)
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.l

•

e

Judge Thornas F. Nevillei'Ta'net Ellis/Reporter: Sue Wolf/06/04/14

Courtroom501

lST v VERNON PELLAND CRFE13-0007623 Day 2, present
!on bond
................................+................;....................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:04:31 ~M !Court
!calls case Day Two Jury Trial
9:04:43 iAM fEric
[counsel for defendant, present on bond
·
\Rolfsen
1
9:04:56)AM scott
!counsel for State
.
\Bandy
!
...............................or.. ,, ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:05:03 iAM !Court
!inquired if defendant has decided whether he would like to
l
ltake stand
...............................1"...............,o,......................................; ............................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:05:22 AM !Eric
!~tated defendant would like to invoke his 5th amendment
:
\Rolfsen
jnghts
~

f

1

....9:05:42JAMJCourt ................Jinquired_of.defendant..re: .. his.. rights............................................................................................
9:06:38jAM !Defendant !understands his rights,
:

:

9:07:20/AM tcourt

[a person has to know his mind and to make decision,
\understood Mr. Rolfsen spoke to him and defendant did not
!
!want to make witness stand .
9:08:33/AM jDefendant jstates he wants to take the stand and is not happy with his
!
jattorney at all.
9:09:101AM !Court
lwill take short recess to allow Mr. Rolfsen to speak further with
i
l his attorney
...........
9:09:26iAM !Recess
[

!

............................... 1................ .;. ......................................~ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

............................... t·······"''"'''''°''''······"""''"''""''''''"''"'°''''"''''''"''''''""'''''"'""''''"''"''''''''"'''''"''"""''"'''"''''"''"""'"''''''"''''''"''"''"''''''''''••"'''"'"''"''"''""''''''''''''"''''''"''''''''""''"''"''"''"'''

.••..••.•••••••••.•••••..•••••• f•.•.•••••••••••• =...................................... =.......................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

9:23:57AM !Court
!inquired of Mr. Rolfsen
9:24:04/AM !Eric
istated it is his understanding that Mr. Pelland would like to
•
!Rolfsen
1testify
9:24:19!AM
lCourt
!inquired of defendant wants to take stand
.............................
.l...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
9:24:58f AM !Defendant jSays do not want to comment re: his satisfaction regarding his
,
i
!counsel, wants to take the stand
.............................. +................ ; ...................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
!Jury
. . 9:26:31iAM
. . . . . . . . . . . . .+......................................................
·\present
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .and
. . . . . . .seated
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
9:27:09: AM !Court
jwelcomes jury
9:27:15:AM !Eric
!calls defendant VERNON CRAIG PELLAND/SWORN and
!Rolfsen
!direct
examined
.........................·:;:.:t................ ......................................,............................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:36:10 AM !Scott
!cross examination
!Bandy
!
. . . . . . . . . . . . . o[. . . . . . . . t ......................................t·············...............................................................................................................................................................................................
9:43:2 AM !Defendant \excused
f
!
...............................f................t ......................................r............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................. ~ .......................................................a, ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+. . . . . . . .·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
~

9:43:3~ AM !Eric
jdefense rests
i
iRolfsen
i
................................................t......................................,............................................................................................................................................................................................................
,will excuse jury to go over jury instructions .
9:43:4 AM 1Court
......................................................................................1............................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:44:5 AM !Jury
!
!excused
I
...........................J.................t......................................,............................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:46:3j AM +1Court
through instructions
......................................,jgoes
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..
9:53:4 AM JScott
,request Mistake of Law instruction
..............................:,................. tjBandy
......................................I,............................................................................................................................................................................................................
9.:55:0 AM iCourt . !believes
covered in instruction #11
:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . =. . . . . . . . .
6/4/2014
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Judge Thorrias F. Nevill!net Ellis/Reporter. Sue Wolf/06/04/1,

Courtroom501

I

9:55: 18 jAM Eric
!would like to read through a little more carefully.
!Rolfsen
i
................................t......................................................;............................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:56:57 AM )Court
[response. Will take brief recess to allow Mr. Rolfsen to review
1

I

i
i

i
i

!
............................... )' ......................................................a, .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..

9:57:59 !AM (Recess
I
...............................+,..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
10:12:51j AM !Court
!back on the record. Inquired if Mr. Rolfsen has any objections
.
i
ior requests to instructions
............................... J. ............... ,0. ......................................0, ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
10:13:11] AM !Eric
!stated instructions are acceptable no additions.
[Rolfsen
/
10:15:011 AMJJury
[present and seated
1

_10:_1_6:2ij_AMJcourt ..................1formally.. reads_instructions ......................................................................................................................
10:35:21 AM !Scott
!closing argument - request jury finds defendant guilty of
)Bandy
/Count I & Count II
10:49:2~ AM !Eric
!closing argument
i
:
\Rolfsen
........................... ......................................................; ............................................................................................................................................................................................................
11 :02:4ti AM !Scott
!Final Closing argument
[Bandy
i
11 :03:4 'AM Jclerk
[swears bailiff to take charge of jury for deliberations
11 :04:5 AM fcourt
fhas alternate stay behind; Court instructs the alternate.

............................... , ...................................................... ,G,., ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

~

i

:

..1.1_ :_1.0:4l AM jRecess _.J···-··-····-··-··-··-·········-··-····-···-··-···-···-···-··-···-····-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-···-

11:10: 5 AM !Court

i

2:16:251 PM 1court

!back on record advised reached verdict approx 2:05 p.m.

I

~

~

...............................................+...................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................................................
2:16:50iPM /Jury
)present and seated
2:16:56i PM lBailiff
[passes verdicts to the Court
~

..............................1"'"""""'''+'.. "'""""'""'"''"'"""""'""'~............................................................................................................................................................................................................

2:17:121 PM /Court
verdicts
..........................
91-................~......................................,[viewed
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
2:17:2

1

PM !Defendant !rises
~

i

............................. ,1·................ ,a. ......................................a, .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..

2:17:311 PM !Court

ireads verdicts, Count I, Guilty of Count I, Guilty of Count II

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~. . . . . . . . .L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

2:17:511 PM iClerk
ipolls jury '
2:19:31! PM !Court
!thanks the jury, excused them from their service .
............................../..................;......................................; ............................................................................................................................................................................................................
2:22:4~ PM !Court
!revoked defendants bond and has defendant taken into
i
/custody. Court orders PSI and sets sentencing for August 4,
,
I
12014@ 9:00 a.m .
2:29:3 PM iCourt
[had some questions regarding the evidence on Count II
jwhether there was enough proof. Court may consider
jdismissal pursuant to Rule 48. Court would enter order for
!thinking errors course if defendant would like to take. Court
lwill authorize interlock if they become available.

.............................,!..................;......................................;............................................................................................................................................................................................................

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ij. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
!
!

!

I

I

............................. ' .................~....................................,.i............................................................................................................................................................................................................

2:32:4

6/4/2014

I

PM End Case

I
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JUN - 4 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

vs.

V E R D I C T

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

WE,

The Jury,

sworn to try the above-ent~tled matter,

the defendant guilty of Count II.

find

Petit Theft by Possession of

Stolen Property, Misdemeanor.
Dated this

i

day of

- - - - - - - - -,

2014.

FOREMAN

000098

•

'·----~Fl;-;;:LE'n'D- - - - -

A,M,. _ _ _ _ _P . M . - - - -

JUN - ~ 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~rf:T OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

vs.

V E R D I C T

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.

WE,

The Jury,

sworn to try the above-entitled matter,

the defendant guilty of Count

I.

find

Grand Theft by Possession of

Stolen Property, Felony.
Dated this

1

day of

J"'-n(.,
--- ~ - - - -,

2014.
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•

•

Judge Thomas F. Neville/Janet Ellis/Reporter Sue Wolf/08/04/14 ·

12:17:05 P

: Court

: called ST v VERNON PELLAND

Courtroom507

CRFE13-07623,

"fi. f7j·4 . .p°Kf°.Eric.. R·o"ifsen...........f.66t~:ri"'it67"·a·l~~~~ani...........................................................................................................................................
.. . ...........•....•..... 1..•..• L....................................................L................. :c.................................................................................................. ....................................... ........

PM :Scott Bandy

12: 17 :40
12: 17 :46 P
12:22:37 P
12:38:19 P

j

Court

i Defendant

............................

: counsel for State
j time set for sentencing.

i notes corrections to PSI.

iDefendant

iready to proceed

J

j own motion will dismiss Count II.

""1;f3a·:i°Efp. ·····rc·o"i:i"ri". . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thad··s·o·rri"e···c·o·n·ce·rns··with")Li"rfe"sverdict on Count ii .. ·court on its
12:39:08

PM i Scott Bandy

i $724.00

Inquired about restituion
..................................

PM

. 12: 39: 2.7 ..
i. Defendant................. j. no. objection .............................................................................................................................................................................
12:39:34 PM i Scott Bandy
i rec. that the Court impose 2+8. Leave in Court's discretion
: i
i whether to impose R/J or imposition. If a rider rec. TIC rider.
'
j Rec. $5,000 fine suspended and $1500 p.d. reimbursement.

............. -M~·-··· ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
:

12:4 7:24 P

i Eric Rolfsen

:

~

i rec. that the Court place defendant on probation .

PM i. Defendant................. !i.comments
.. on...own .. behalf·................................................................................................................................
no legal cause shown why sentence should not be imposed.

.. 1. 2 :_48: .12...
12:49:48

PM! Court
·

.

12:55:15

8/4/2014

PMi End Case

: Court has dismissed Count II. On Count I, the Court imposed
i JOC based on Jury's verdict. Court ordered fine of $2,000 and
i suspend. Court imposed 2+8, P.O. reimbursement $1500.
!Court R/J rec. CAPP rider in the CRP rider. If not placed in CRP
j rec. TIC rider.

·j
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000100

e
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAtU&Ii~R;~\ OF
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN~~iMA~L
D!PUTY

2
3

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

4

5
6

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

vs.

ORDER OF DISMISSAL

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

7

Defendant.

8
9

Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 48, Count II., in the above-

10
11

named case, is dismissed by the Court.
Dated this

~

)..o(;)~~

day of August, 2014.

12
13

Thomas F. Neville
District Judge

14

15
16
17
18

cc:

counsel/km

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26

~

ORDER OF DISMISSAL - Page 1
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e

NO. _~~FIL~ED--f-~..t-'~'-ll~f-:1-+A.M . _ _ _ _ P.M.

l1

AUG O6 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KARI MAXWELL
Ol!PUTY

Greg H. Bower
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
R. Scott Bandy
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax:
(208)-287-7709

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
Vernon Craig Pelland,
)
)
Defendant.
_______________ )

WHEREAS, on the

~

day of

Case No. CRFE20130007623

ORDER FOR RESTITUTION
AND JUDGMENT

¥I &DI±,

a Judgment of

Conviction was entered against the Defendant, Vernon Craig Pelland, and therefore
pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-5304 1;1nd based on evidence presented to this Court,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Defendant, Vernon Craig Pelland, shall make

restitution to the victim(s) and/or law enforcement agency(ies) in the following amounts:

ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT
(PELLAND/CRFE20130007623), Page 1

000102

'

"
$724.00

ADA COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE

$724.00

TOTAL:

Post judgment interest on said restitution amount will accrue from the date of this
Order and Judgment at the rate specified in Idaho Code §28-22-104.
FURTHER, pursuant to LC. §19-5305, this Order may be recorded as a judgment

against the Defendant, Vernon Craig Pelland, and the listed victim(s) may execute as
provided by law for civil judgments.
FURTHER, it is the responsibility of the Defendant to notify the Restitution

Department (208-287-7700) if at any time a victim collects by means of the civil judgment.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED this ±_~y of _ _Q~\_~,L~~~·1.:s1,.d-~)- --- 2014.

Judge

ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT
(PELLAND/CRFE20130007623), Page 2
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•

'' J .
'

AUG O6 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KARI MAXWELL
Qi".O(IT'

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3
4

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

5
6

7

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

vs.

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
AND SENTENCE

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

8

Defendant.

9
10

The abovenamed matter came before the Court for sentencing on

11
12

the 4th day of August,
with

13

his

Scott

attorney,

Bandy

as

2014. The defendant appeared in person and

Eric

Rolfsen.

prosecuting

The

State

attorney.

The

was

represented

record

reflects

14

following: An Information was filed on the 5th day of July,

15

Arraignment was held on the 8th day of July,

2013,

by
the

2013.

at which time

the defendant appeared in person and with counsel and was advised
16

of the charges and the possible penalties and was further advised
17

of his constitutional and statutory rights. An Amended Information

18

was

19

filed on the

with the

crimes

3rd day of June,
of COUNT

I.C. §§§18-2403 (1),
20

charging the defendant

GRAND THEFT BY

-2407 (1) (b),

BY POSSESSION, MISDEMEANOR,

-2409,

POSSESSION,

and COUNT II.

on or about the 6th day of June,

22

Court and a jury on the 3rd and 4th days of June,
returned

its

POSSESSION,

verdicts
FELONY,

of

guilty

of

COUNT

COUNT

25

§§18-2403(1),

26

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND SENTENCE - Page 1

PETIT

THEFT

-2407 (2).

BY

POSSESSION,

Sentencing was

I.

2014. The jury
GRAND

-2407 (1) (b),

24

II.

PETIT THEFT

2013. Trial was held before the

§§§18-2403(1),

I.C.

FELONY,

I.e. §§18-2403(1), -2407(2), committed

21

23

\~

I.

2014,

THEFT
-2409,

MISDEMEANOR,

BY
and
I.C.

continued for preparation

000104

of

a

Presentence

Investigation

Report

reviewed by the Court and counsel.

which

was

completed

and

The defendant was given the

2

opportunity to read the presentence investigation report in its

3

entirety.

4

Counsel

for

the

State

and

for

the

defendant

made

statements and the defendant was given the opportunity to make a
statement and to offer evidence in mitigation. Inquiry was made by

5

the Court to determine if there was any legal cause why judgment

6

should not be pronounced, and there being none, the Court rendered

7

Judgment as follows:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the defendant

8
9
10

is

guilty of

FELONY,

the

crime of COUNT

I.C. §§§18-2403 (1),

I.

GRAND THEFT

-2407 (1) (b),

BY

POSSESSION,

-2409. As a consequence,

on Count I. the defendant is committed to the custody of the State
Board of Correction for a period of ten (10)

years,

consisting of

11

a fixed term of two (2) years followed by an indeterminate term of
12

eight

13

The defendant shall pay $724 in restitution and $1,500 for Public

14

(8)

years.

The Court imposed a fine of $2,000,

Defender reimbursement. The defendant shall also pay an amount to
be determined by the Department of Correction,

15

suspended.

not to exceed one

hundred ($100) dollars, for the cost of conducting the presentence

16

investigation and preparing the presentence investigation report.

17

The amount will be determined by the Department and shall be based
on the defendant's ability to pay after the defendant pays $724 in

18

restitution,

$1,500 for Public Defender reimbursement,

fees,

and

19

costs. The Court retains jurisdiction for 365 days and recommends

20

that the defendant be assigned to the Conflict Resolution Program

21

(CRP)

at

the

Correctional

Alternative

facility to control his anger,

emotions,

22

the defendant

23

that he be assigned to the "T. C.

24

Placement

Program

(CAPP)

and abuse of others.

is NOT assigned to the CRP,

If

the Court recommends

rider." The period of retained

jurisdiction shall not commence until the defendant is taken into
custody by the State Board of Correction. The defendant shall be

25
26

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND SENTENCE - Page 2
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..
'

r

taken into custody by the Department of Correction forthwith. The
defendant shall receive credit for ninety-five (95) days served as
2
3

of the 4th day of August, 2014.
The Court on its own motion, dismissed Count II. for lack of
evidence,

and

in

the

interest

of

justice

pursuant

to

Idaho

4

Criminal Rule 48.
5

6

7

IT IS ALSO ORDERED that Defendant shall fully comply with
the DNA Database Act.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy
of this Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff and the State

8

9
10

Board of Correction,
defendant.

The

which shall serve as the commitment of the

Sheriff

is

directed

to

deliver

custody

of

the

defendant to the State Board of Correction forthwith.
Dated this

b tb day

of August, 2014.

11

12
13

THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND SENTENCE - Page 3
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••

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2
3

I do hereby certify that on the

~ day of (Ju~, , 2014, I caused to

be emailed/mailed one copy of the within instrument in t h i s ~ follows:

4

5
6

7
8

9

ADA COUNTY PROSECUTNG ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
VIA EMAIL
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE
VIA EMAIL
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION TEAM/DEPT. OF PROBATION & PAROLE
VIA EMAIL

10
11

12
13

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
VIA EMAIL
ADA COUNTY JAIL
VIA EMAIL

14

15
16

17

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH

Clerk of the District Court

18
19

20

21
22
23
24

25

26

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND SENTENCE - Page 4
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Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office
User:

.

.
·~~
- .
.

.....~ ..

:

-~-,.~....: :

,;-·

PRBRIGCA

. •. -,.."' .: .. ....··

~

-~

. ..

,,,,~_,_.

____

.:

\

·

Name: PELLAND, VERNON CRAIG
Case#: CR-FE-2013-0007623
LE Number: 1052121
Height: 510

Drivers License Number:
Sex: M

Race: W

Weight: 210

Drivers License State:

Eye Color: HAZ

Hair Color: BLN

Facial Hair:

Marks:
Scars:
Tattoos:

Photo Taken: 2013-06-06 18:49:21
Thursday, June 20, 2013

000108

.RE\INSTALLS\InHouse\Crystal\Analyst4\Sheriff\SHF MugshotProserutor.r~

,,

e

(

' IIIICilVlt,

NO·-----=~----

SEP t 7 2014

A.M,_ _ _ _F~•LE.~ '-/.'ov

Ada County Clerk
Inmate name

SEP 17 2014

1/£/l,,Vt'AI /JCLL/1-/VP

~~~oy;!J!J}

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Ciak

C)

By BRADLEY J. TIES
llEPU1Y

/=AC~17'

Defendant/Appellant

// 771-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE - '-"(- - - - - JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Appellant,
vs.

I

!)A--lfCJ S771T8
Respondent.

It~A-

Case No. - - - -

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Ju06-E

TO: THE ABOVE RESPONDENTS,
/f/£VL(j C-/lt;"'C- ()OW£,I{_ S,
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, c/L;J;C /!..OL1-S 'f"G'V
- - - - - - - - - AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED
COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT

1.

The above named Appellant(s)

1/£/LAIO/i/ /Jb-"Ll/-f-/JJ~

appeal(s) against the above named respondent(s) to the Idaho Supreme Court from (the final

(b/lltNP TlfeF; /JY ;1CJS.SLOAJ,
C E/lJM/1/e.t.:: r, JC s- !JA-y
/{ti?fIA/(;.~
.

judgment or order, (describe it)

It l

f-

r

vt;ILZ:..5 /LOA/,

.

entered in the above-entitled action (proceeding) on the

2ori., Honorable Judge /r./£ t/L L

L/ day of

ft(/~(/ J

I

presiding.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1
Revised: I 0/14/05

000109

2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment or
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule

f)J/lc 5' l(

[e.g. (1 l(c)(l)), or (12(a))] I.AR.

3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to
--

assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant
from asserting other issues on appeal.

T/f/15.F;=-cc1£t/2 A-55Z551/t#Cc 01= Cof/A/C./1-LE 1
I

()I5CL05(/} El/£0E#Cc A-A/0 £A/fCOJV1Ar:co/u,
TlfE ;._:::-c_e176/I/IS /JtJ //Jo 11-::::r 111/-~ 511rfv'l/;5
7f/!}T E W/tS Dt5/IIM-A/t!S// V/11/Jb-~/Z_ .£!7'dlf0
S7/f-Tc L/fW, OctU2.11t;1+fo/2.V !IU~/l?~KS NA-/;JE

()y T!fc d'~Nt:-£11/t:... j(l)C-13. ,, /-JlSO /LL:-/,l;/11(/("J
/?,40£ ~y
771£ f?;t_o;rova/l/f-!+110/l..Al!:_YJ
7
,P/l.05cc.vao/v Po1t Tl!£ smTE r;:.A-vE- /~/i-L5-€.:_
IAJFO/l#l/ftEO/ll .L/1/ Tl-It_" COU/LI/ZOCJ/r !+1
Tlld;4-l£ /rAIO 5CMA-/VCC/tlL 1 17f£/U; /-1-@~d{SO
/2..ult-Jo/l...S 771/r t C,1,:/ll?fJ)f./ Tv/f;_;-.. ;> !11/111~ 51cq(
1.M 17/E PllIV/f~ JPll.fSc}fU I/l/):J£57ILY,
I
7

4.(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested?
(b)

£ 5' .

//

7

The appellant requests the preparation of the. following portions of the

reporter's transcript:
X,:he entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), I.AR.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
Revised I 0/14/05

000110

)(!he entire reporter's transcript supplemented by the following:

X

Voir Dire examination of jury

)(_closin g arguments of counsel
D The following reporter's partial transcript: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JI\The testimony of witness(es) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D Conferences on requested instructions
D Instructions verbally given by court

5.

The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in

addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.
) ( All requested and given jury instructions
XThedep ositiono f:

,A-Ll-

(;v:['l/l /6;55e >' .f/1/1/0LII&..~

D Plaintiffs motion for continuance of trial

6.

I certify:
That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter.

(a)

(b)(l) D That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript.
(2) /(. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because

?71£>~ d£(l6ll/1-/1/ r _r5~ r /1//J..1 C-c/r/rA,A /c M5

/}515'/V Fo /l A- //t,_,U:v// vF

/l_t,;_'"'{) VI/l.6-'/ ;7 l'l?0//)[7'5,

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3
Revised 10/14/05

000111

(c)(l) D That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk or agency's record has been
paid.
(2) )<_That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation
of the record because

Clr- .t:/11/Jr(J..b._"""""/VC.I y 5 TA- rv )

(d)(l) D That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
(2) )(Jhat appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because
(e)

m

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to

Rule 20, and the attorney general ofldaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code.
DATED THIS/{) day of

5c/JrEJ11/J~20J..!i
Appellant

STATE OF IDAHO

~A~
County o f ~

\.l Q,~(\(>I\ '"?e\\a.V\.,

)
)ss
)

a.

being sworn, deposes and says:

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4
Revised I 0/14/05

000112

•

That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this

(SEAL)

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ___ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 20 __ , I
mailed a true and co1Tect copy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for
processing to the U.S. mail system to:

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION, APPELLATE UNIT
PO Box 87320
Boise, ID 83720-0010

A-!J/t
2,CJ tJ wrll{)/(J/s r; !f/11 ?1r1
(}OIS£ IrJ 773702

- - ~ - - - ~ - - - - County Prosecuting Attorney

....

Appellant

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5
Revised I 0/14/05

000113

.

'

e
NO...
, ---Tu,itEb"IR"",u~•,..,.,..,-:-P.M ·7,v...-

A,M._----

SEP 17 2014
Inmate name
IDOC No.
Address

VE..lA/0# A"tlA/f/1/

CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk

I! z 2- KC?
C/.1-r'/'

By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

/7/-Cf'L£1V
7
Defendant-Appellant

T/1
l/~-----

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _ _

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

AllIf-

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.

Defendant-Appellant.

COMES NOW,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. - - - -

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN
SUPPORT FOR
APPOINTMENT OF
COUNSEL

1//5"/ZA/0/l/ /f7[;"{..l.A-/t/t?,

Defendant-Appellant in the

above entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion
for Appointment of Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel.
1.

Defendant-Appellant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of

Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of Warden
ofthe

IC 0( IL /1-P/?

2.

6/A!JE5//:Z/11¥
I

The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant-

Appellant to properly pursue. Defendant-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to
represent him/herself.

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 1
Revised: 10/14/05

000114

3.

Defendant-Appellant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she
was unable to do it him/herself.

A--/J(l£Ll;f-A/IIs Et1/rJ:/L1=/J
1v
I_Dday of _5_c r::J;
DATED this _
20_!_J__.
Other:

4.

To (ON/?£T/i-l

r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

cov/f/fft.:'"'L,,

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL

STATE OF IDAHO

,/\1_

County of tt[)Q......

\} Qi Y\QY\

)
)ss

)

'y.g fu11.~ ,after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes
\

and says as follows:
1.

I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case;

2.

r

am currently residing at the

I IJ OC. /

under the care, custody and control of Warden

I

CA-I'/7 ;;::-1-1-C. r Ll 'fy

{?{./40!_':/5 / /.:::-Z-/vll{
I

3.

I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel;

4.

I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real

property;
5.

I am unable to provide any other form of security;

6.

I am untrained in the law;

7.

If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly

handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State;
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2
Revised: I0/14/05

000115

Further your affiant sayeth naught.
WHEREFORE, Defendant-Appellant respectfully prays that this Honorable
Court issue it's Order granting Defendant-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to
represent his/her interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the
Defendant-Appellant is entitled to.

/0
.

DATED This

---

dayof_5_/c_~f'_/_ _ _ _ _ ,20

le/

n

(

(SEAL)

ary Public for Idahq
Commission expires:
~

1~ (PJ-

4

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3
Revised: 10/14/05

000116

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

/5

day of

5 EP

, 2ol!i_,

I

mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to:

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4
Revised: I0/14/05
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e
NO.-----=-----A.M_ _ _ _ _FILED..rPJA 4 .' 00
SEP 17 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

I .I

r/f

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _ _ _
"-'/
_ _ _ _ _ JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

_.,_A--'---"C-°'--'_
-Vf- _ __

Case No.: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)

Plaintiff,
VS.

s ll+tc oEI/J//l/C)
Defendant.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code§ 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility,
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when
you file this document.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of

)
) ss.
)

A:k

J><lPlaintiff [

] Defendant asks, to start or defend this case on partial payment of court

fees, and swears under oath

F
__//_l_L_A-_~_~_£,_.,_/t_L___. I

1. This is an action for (type of case) _ _
believe I'm entitled to get what I am asking for.

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES
(PRISONER)

PAGE 1

CAO 1-1 OC 2/25/2005

000118

2. ~ have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. [

] I have filed this claim against the

same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court.
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now.

I have attached to this affidavit a current

statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months,
whichever is less.
4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly
balance in my inmate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full.
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true.

I understand that a false

statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14)
years.
Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "N/A". Attach additional pages
if more space is needed for any response.
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE:

VCIZA/01// P!.!tl/Jt(/1/
C.1/A.l? 176t. l4{!?1.:7

Name:

Address:

Other name(s) I have used:

1/CJU/)67.:t LI/ti/;;'

CA/Jf777icr(_.[' ;-y

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
()/tie hoA/Tlt
Y,.... A9<" /o/6<:;: l/45 IJ E.C/15 /1/1....""tf/{CJ/f--

How long at that address?
Date and place of birth:
DEPENDENTS:

I am~single [

] married. If married, you must provide the following information:

Name of s p o u s e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES
(PRISONER)

PAGE2

CAO 1-10C 2/25/2005
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My other dependents (including minor children) are: _

INCOME:
Amount of my income:

A-

$ /(;/

per [

_./j'---"'V'----'&,__+-----------

] week [ ] month

Other than my inmate account I have outside money f r o m : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

My spouse's income: $

per [ ] week [ ] month.

ASSETS:
List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you.

Your
Address

.

~

C~

State

Legal
Descripjion

(}()IJu:Jt:'/c C/Zt!-'Ck

Value

Equity

/l/7

List all other property owned by you and state its value.

Description (provide description for each item)
Cash
Notes and Receivables
Vehicles:

Stocks/Bonds/Investments/Certificates of De osit
Trust Funds
Retirement Accounts/lRAs/401 (k)s
Cash Value Insurance
Motorc cles/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles:
Furniture/A

liances
ues/Collectibles

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES
(PRISONER)
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Description (provide description for each item)
TVs/Stereos/Computers/Electronics
Tools/Equipment

/1/11:@/1f- t.l(_y t,//ftl (DO/_ S
7

Sporting Goods/Guns

Value

£J=

e

Horses/Livestock/Tack
Other (describe)

EXPENSES: List all of your monthly expenses.
Expense
Rent/House Payment
Vehicle Payment(s)

Average
Monthly Payment

~

,Gr=-

Credit Cards: {list each account number)

Loans: (name of lender and reason for loan)

Electricity/Natural Gas
Water/Sewer/Trash
Phone
Groceries
Clothin
Auto Fuel
Auto Maintenance
Cosmetics/Haircuts/Salons
Entertainment/Books/Ma azines
Home Insurance
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES
(PRISONER)

PAGE4
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Expense

Auto Insurance
Life Insurance
Medical Insurance
Medical Ex ense
Other

MISCELLANEOUS:

_f'1i----

How much can you borrow?$

~

When did you file your last income tax return?

~

.

From whom?

~

20/ A Amount of r e f u ~
~

PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided)

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES
(PRISONER)

PAGE 5
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= IDOC TRUST

OFFENDER BANK BALANCES

Doc No: 112220 Name: PELLAND, VERNON CRAIG
Account: CHK Status: INDIGENT

09/15/2014 =

CAPP/03
PRES FACIL
TIER-3 CELL-45

Transaction Dates: 09/15/2013-09/15/2014
Beginning
Balance
0.00

Total
Charges
3.00

Total
Payments
0.00

Current
Balance
3.00DB

================================TRANSACTIONS================================

Date

Batch

Description

08/28/2014 CA0680663-020 071-MED CO-PAY

Ref Doc
679620

Amount

Balance

3.00DB

3.00DB

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true,
and correct copy of an instrument as the same
now remains on file and of recon:I in my office.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this_6
__

:im:= =

~o.

~

000123

•

M
A..

-=-

____
P.M J..l-!,..19_,,:..,a)'_•
FILED

SEP 2 5 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Inmate name
IDOCNo. //
Address

By JANET ELLIS
DEPUlY

~'cM()u ~.ftL/kltJ

Zrl
Cit 'P
54C"'"=.z,....,_t.~J:.~r~v--//..

7

L/ 17f

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE - - - ' - - - - - - JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.

Defendant-Appellant.

/[/JIf-

Case No. - - - ORDER GRANTING
MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT
OF COUNSEL

IT IS HEARBY ORDERED that the Defendant-Appellant's Motion for
Appointment of Counsel is granted and
<EHt 11 ),

a elal3 Ii z

see auc 1111

fu

9 in tlic Stat

'~~
~ltl •l1k5 ~

~~

1f Tl I o;, is hereby appointed to represent

said defendant in all proceedings involving this appeal.
DATEDthis 2~ayof

~

,20.fi/:,

~Oo
District Judge

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO APPOINT COUNSEL
Revised I0/ 14/05
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e

ORIGIN._

NO·----=::-==:--r---A.M----F•_.LE_.~
00

<:f:

SARA B. THOMAS
State Appellate Public Defender
I.S.B. #5867

OCT 23 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

ERIK R. LEHTINEN
Chief, Appellate Unit
I.S.B. #6247
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83703
(208) 334-2712

By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

CASE NO. CR 2013-7623

V.

S.C. DOCKET NO. 42554

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

AMENDED
NOTICE OF APPEAL

Defendant-Appellant.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The

above-named

appellant

appeals

against

the

above-named

respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction and
Sentence entered on the 4tA

5th

day of August, 2014, the Honorable Thomas F.

Neville, presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.AR.) 11(c)(1-10).

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1
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3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then

intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are:
(a)
4.

Was sufficient evidence presented to support a guilty jury verdict?

There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record

that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI).
5.

Reporter's Transcript.

The appellant requests the preparation of the

entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25(c). The appellant
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's
transcript:
(a)

Pretrial Conference held May 27, 2014 (Court Reporter: Sue Wolf,

estimation of less than 100 pages);
(b)

Jury Trial held June 3 & 4, 2014, to include the voir dire, opening

statements, closing arguments, jury instruction conferences, reading of
the jury instructions, any hearings regarding questions from the jury during
deliberations, return of the verdict, and any polling of the jurors (Court
Reporter: Sue Wolf, estimation of less than 600 pages); and
(c)

Sentencing Hearing held August 4, 2014 (Court Reporter: Sue

Wolf, estimation of less than 100 pages).
6.

Clerk's Record.

The appellant requests the standard clerk's record

pursuant to I.AR. 28(b)(2) and all exhibits, recordings, and documents per I.A.R.
31. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2
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record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b)(2) and

I.A.R. 31:
(a)

Transcript filed July 29. 2013;

(b)

Transcript filed August 26. 2013;

(c)

State's Witness List filed May 28, 2014;

(d)

All proposed and given jury instructions filed including. but not
limited to, the Jury Instructions filed June 4, 2014; and

(e)

Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact
statements, addendums to the PSI or other items offered at
sentencing hearing. Except that any pictures or depictions· of child
pornography necessary to the appeal need not be sent, but may be
sought later by motion to the Idaho Supreme Court.

7.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on
the Court Reporter, Sue Wolf;

(b)

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho
Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e));

(c)

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8));

(d)

That arrangements have been made with Ada County who will be
responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is
indigent, I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e); and

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3
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• I

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served
pursuant to I.AR 20.

DATED this 23rd day of October, 2014.

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4
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'·.

'

'

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 23rd day of October, 2014, caused a
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
ERIC R ROLFSEN
200 W FRONT ST DEPT 17
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
SUE WOLF
COURT REPORTER
200 WEST FRONT ST
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
GREG BOWER
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
200 WEST FRONT STREET 3RD FLOOR
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
KENNETH K JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION
PO BOX83720
BOISE ID 83720-0010
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court

EVAN A. SM 1TH
Administrative Assistant

ERL/tmf/ns

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 5
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--------
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----------------------~

FILED
Wednesday, December 17, 2014 at 10:56 AM
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

- -Defendant.
------------

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case Number. CR-FE-2013-0007623
ORDER TO TRANSPORT

)
)

It appearing that the above-named defendant is in the custody of the Idaho State Board of

Correction, and that it is necessary that VERNON CRAIG PELLAND be brought before the following
hearing: RIDER REVIEW. .....Monday, January 26, 2015

@ 09: 00 AM

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Ada County Sheriff bring the Defendant from the
Penitentiary to the Court at said time and on said date;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That immediately following said Court appearance the Sheriff
return said Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Penitentiary;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho State Board of Correction release the said
Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance and retake him
into custody from the Sheriff upon his return to the Penitentiary.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the Idaho
State Board of Correction forthwith and certify to the same.
Dated Wednesday, December 17, 2014.
THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge
CC: PA/PD/DOC/ACJ

Order to Transport

Page 1
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e

e

Judge Thomas F. Neville/Janet Ellis/Reporter: Sue Wolf/01/26/15

Time
Speaker
10:56:56 AM: Court

Courtroom503

Note
: called ST v VERNON PELLAND
Time for rider review.

CRFE13-07623,

I present in custody.
1

10:57: 18 AM i Eric Rolfsen
10:57:24 AM i Tamera Kelly
10:57:29 AM i Defendant
11 :00:00 AM: Court

i

11 :00: 18 AM f Tamera Kelly
11 :01 :05 AM! Eric Rolfsen
'
11 :02:51 AM f Defendant
11 :03:54 AM! Court

·

i counsel for defendant
i counsel for State
i has read APSI, ready to proceed
: characteried defendant's rider. Considering relinquishment and

i imposing
f rec.

that the Court relinquish jurisdiction.
! rec. that the Court consider reducing sentence or even a
: commutation to ACJ.
rstated has nothing to say ! no legal cause shown why sentence should not be imposed.
!Court relinquished jurisdiction. Impose the 2+8 with credit for
!any time served. Rec. a TIC community such as Pathways V
and anger control.

i

11 :06:53 AM f End Case

1/26/2015

t

1 of 1
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------------------------·---

'l
JAN 2 7 2015
CHRISTOPHER D.

RICH,
By KARI Mf\XW::1..i..

Cieri<

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTR1CT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
2
3

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

4
5

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

vs.

ORDER DECLINING AND
RELINQUISHING JURISDICTION,
AND COMMITMENT

6
7

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
:

8

Defendant.

9
10
11

The above entitled matter having come before this Court for
12

a rider review hearing on the 26th day of January, 2015 pursuant

13

to its retained jurisdiction under I.C.

14

having

again

together
15

with

reviewed
the

§19-2601(4);

presentence

the

addendum

to

the

the Court,

investigation

presentence

report

investigation

report and all other documents submitted to the Court, and having

16

returned

17

permitted the defendant the opportunity to respond fully to all
of

the

the
above

defendant
materials,

back
and

before
now

this

being

Court

fully

and

advised

having
in

the

18

premises;

the

Court

hereby

declines

to

exercise

its

retained

19

jurisdiction in this case for the reasons expressed on the record

20

on the 26th day of January,

21

2015,

which are incorporated herein

by reference.
IT

IS

THEREFORE

ORDERED

that

the

Judgment

of

Conviction

22

filed on the 6th day of August,

23

and that the defendant be sentenced to the custody of the State

24

2014,

be executed and imposed,

Board of Correction of the State of Idaho for a period of ten
(10)

years, consisting of a fixed term of two

(2)

years followed

25

26

ORDER DECLINING AND RELINQUISHING JURISDICTION, AND COMMITMENT
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by an indeterminate term of eight (8) years. The Court recommends
that

the

defendant

be

required

to

Pathways

V.

complete

a

Therapeutic

2

Community

3

programming. Sentence shall be effective the 26th day of January,

to

include

anger

and

management

2015. The defendant shall receive credit for two hundred seventy4

one (271) days served as of 26th day of January, 2015.
5
6
7

IT

IS

ALSO ORDERED that

the

defendant

shall

fully

comply

with the DNA Database Act.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy
of this Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff and the State

8

9
10

Board of Correction,
defendant.

The

which shall serve as the commitment of the

Sheriff

is

directed

to

deliver

custody

of

the

defendant to the State Board of Correction forthwith.
IT IS SO ORDERED this ~(:,"~ay of January, 2015.

11
12

13
14

THOM~E
District Judge

15
16
17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25

26

ORDER DECLINING AND RELINQUISHING JURISDICTION, AND COMMITMENT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2
3

I do hereby certify that on the

~r~

day o

""""""-~=-----f---1

2015, I caused to

be emailed/ mailed one copy of the within instrument in this cau e as follows:

4

5
6
7

s
9
10

ADA COUNTY PROSECUTNG ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
VIA EMAIL
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE
VIA EMAIL
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION TEAM/DEPT. OF PROBATION & PAROLE
VIA EMAIL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
VIA EMAIL

11

12

ADA COUNTY JAIL
VIA EMAIL

13
14

15

16

17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25

26

ORDER DECLINING .AND RELINQUISHING JURISDICTION, .AND COMMITMENT
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:~ /D?~-ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant

Eric Rolfsen
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

JAN 29 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

Plaintiff-Respondent,
NOTICE OF APPEAL

vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant-Appellant.
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE CLERK
OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1) The above-named Appellant appeals against the above-named Respondent to the
Idaho Supreme Court from the final decision and order entered against him in
the above-entitled action on January 27, 2015, the Honorable Thomas F. Neville,
District Judge, presiding.
2) That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
judgments or orders described in paragraph I above are appealable orders under
and pursuant to I.A.R. ll(c)(l-10).
3) A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the Appellant then
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not
prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal is:
a) Did the district court abuse its discretion by relinquishing jurisdiction in
this case?

NOTICE OF APPEAL

1
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•

•

4) There is a portion of the record that is sealed. The portion of the record that is
sealed is the presentence investigation report (PSI).
5) Reporter's Transcript. The Appellant requests the preparation of the entire
reporter's standard transcript as defined by I.A.R. 25(d). The Appellant also
requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript:
a) Sentencing hearing held August 4, 2014 (Court Reporter: Sue Wolf,
Estimated pages: 100);
b) Rider review hearing held January 26, 2015 (Court Reporter: Sue Wolf,
Estimated pages: 100).
6) Clerk's Record. The Appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to
I.A.R. 28(b)(2). In addition to those documents automatically included under
I.A.R. 28(b)(2), the Appellant also requests that any exhibits, including but not
limited to letters or victim impact statements, addenda to the PSI, or other items
offered at the sentencing hearing be included in the Clerk's Record.
7) I certify:
a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court
Reporter(s) mentioned in paragraph 5 above;
b) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record because the Appellant is indigent (LC. §§ 313220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e));
c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal
case (LC.§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, LA.R. 23(a)(8));
d) That Ada County will be responsible for paying for the reporter's
transcript(s), as the client is indigent (LC. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R.
24(e)); and
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to I.A.R. 20.

-rt

DATED this~

of January 2015.

s:-~

ERIC R O L F ~ ~
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant

NOTICE OF APPEAL

2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

X1

day of January 2015, I mailed (served) a true

and correct copy of the within instrument to:
Idaho Attorney General
Criminal Division
Joe R. Williams Bldg., 4th Fir.
Statehouse Mail
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender
3050 North Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100
Boise, Idaho 83703
Sue Wolf
Court Reporter
Interdepartmental Mail
R. Scott Bandy
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
Interdepartmental Mail

Katie Van Vorhis

NOTICE OF APPEAL

3
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------------------------------

-

•
No.

a

0 ,0 Q_

A.M. ;;..;- t

FILED

P.M.----

FEB 1 0 2015

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant

Ch1R1ST0PHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS

Eric Rolfsen
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0007623

Plaintiff-Respondent,
ORDER APPOINTING STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
ON DIRECT APPEAL

vs.
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant-Appellant.

The Defendant has elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above-entitled matter. The
Defendant being indigent and having heretofore been represented by the Ada County Public
Defender's Office in the District Court, the Court finds that, under these circumstances,
appointment of appellate counsel is justified. The Idaho State Appellate Public Defender
shall be appointed to represent the above-named Defendant in all matters pertaining to the
direct appeal.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATEDthis q!G..dayof~S.

THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge

~ E R APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL

1
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•

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
mailed one copy of the Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender on Direct Appeal
as notice pursuant to the Idaho Rules to each of the parties of record in this case m
envelopes addressed as follows:
Idaho Attorney General
Criminal Division
Joe R. Williams Bldg., 4th Flr.
Statehouse Mail
Idaho Appellate Public Defender
3050 North Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100
Boise, Idaho 83 703
R. Scott Bandy
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
Interdepartmental Mail
Ada County Public Defender's Office
Attn: Katie Van Vorhis
Interdepartmental Mail
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho
Date:_o),--'-J_Io__.__(_/

t ; _ ._

_

ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL

2
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NO.

1

TO:

2

CLERK OF THE COURT, IDAHO SUPREME COURT
451 WEST STATE STREET, BOISE, IDAHO
MAR 3 0 20tf
CHRISTOPHER
FAX
( 2 0 8 ) 3 3 4-2 616
By KELLE W~G RICH,
01:Pu;y

3

STATE OF IDAHO,
4

Plaintiff-Respondent,
5

Docket No. 42554-2014
Case No. CRFE-2013-0007623

)

vs.

)

NOTICE OF LODGING

)

6

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,

)

7

)

Defendant-Appellant.
8

)
)
)

ENER

)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -)

9

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT(S) LODGED

10
11

12

Notice is hereby given that on March 4,

13

I lodged four

14

the following dates/proceedings:

2015,

(4) transcripts, totaling 442 pages, for

15
16
17

05-27-14
06-03-14
06-04-14
08-04-14

Pretrial Conference
Jury Trial, Day 1
Jury Trial, Day 2
Sentencing Hearing

18

for the above-referenced appeal with the District Court

19

Clerk for Ada County, in the Fourth Judicial District.

20
21
Susan M. Wolf;
RPR, CSR No. 728
0

22
23
24
25

000140

1

TO:

2

CLERK OF THE COURT, IDAHO SUPREME COURT
451 WEST STATE STREET, BOISE, IDAHO
FAX
(208) 334-2616

3

STATE OF IDAHO,

Docket No. 42554-2014

4

Plaintiff-Respondent,

Case No. CRFE-2013-0007623

5

NOTICE OF LODGING

VS.

6

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
7

Defendant-Appellant.
8
9

10

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT(S) LODGED

11

12

Notice is hereby given that on March 30, 2015,

13

I lodged one (1) transcript, totaling 14 pages, for

14

the following dates/proceedings:

15
01-26-14

Retained Jurisdiction Review

16
17

for the above-referenced appeal with the District Court

18

Clerk for Ada County, in the Fourth Judicial District.

19

20
21

RPR, CSR No. 728

22
23
24
25

000141

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

Supreme Court Case No. 42554
42936

vs.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant-Appellant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal. It should be noted, however, that the following
exhibits will be retained at the District Court clerk's office and will be made available for
viewing upon request.
1. State's Exhibit 7 - Box of blank money orders and cards.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record:
2. Presentence Investigation Report.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to
the Record: ·
1. Transcript of Preliminary Hearing held July 2, 2013, Boise, Idaho, filed August 26, 2013.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 30th day of March, 2015.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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l
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THOMAS F. NEVILLE/JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY CLERK
DISTRICT JUDGE

JUNE 3, 2014

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CRFE-13-0007623

vs.

EXHIBIT LIST
JURY TRIAL

VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant.
APPEARANCES:
SCOTT BANDY
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

COUNSEL FOR STATE OF IDAHO

ERIC ROLFSEN
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT

BY

NO.

DESCRIPTION

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

1
2
3

8
9

Photo of other suitcase
Photo Suit Case unpacked
Photo Suit case and contents
Photo of cell phones and sims
Photo of cell phones and bags
Photo of I.D cards and Social
Box of Blank Money Orders and
Photo of Enlarged Money order
Audio Interview Det Brumbaugh

DEF

A

Photo of Public Storage Receipt C.HICKMAN

4
5

6
7

EXHIBIT LIST - Page 1 of 1

STATUS
ADMITTED
ADMITTED
ADMITTED
cards
ADMITTED
ADMITTED
Security Cards ADMITTED
cards
ADMITTED
Bland
ADMITTED
w/Pelland
ADMITTED
ADMITTED
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

Supreme Court Case No. 42554
42936

vs.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant-Appellant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:

STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

Date of Service:

--------

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

Supreme Court Case No. 42554
42936

vs.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
VERNON CRAIG PELLAND,
Defendant-Appellant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules,
as well as those requested by Counsel.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
17th day of September, 2014.
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CHRISTOPHER
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